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PREFACE

This Guide for Team Leaders in Technical Assict,mce Projects reflects the
experience gained in over two decades of work with developers of institu-
tions in less-developed countries, mainly by personnel of the U.S. Agency for
International Development or its contractors. The Guide focuses on the
team leader, the "chief of party" of a team of experts under contract to an
external assistance agency such as AID. The team leader not only leads his
team, but also links several groups of officials and institutions, using his ca-
pabilities to bridge cultures and harmonize the endeavors of his team with
those of professionals from the host country and from other countries. We
hope this Guide will serve him, and also help others in the complex techni-
cal-assistance process: team members and their host-institution colleagues,
planners and managers in government agencies, and administrators of uni-
versities or other entiti:1 which work under contract with an external as-
sistance agency. It may also interest students of development in general.

The Guide reflects what has been learned about the technical assistance
process in the last two decades, and emphasizes the collaborative style which
will increasingly characterize the 1970's. Development will have no perma-
nence until the necessary institutions, positions, roles, interrelationships and
management systems are identified by the developing society and then in-
tegrated into its existing socio-economic-political structure. The alien expert
can be a catalyst, but only when those with whom he works wish him to be;
then his role is worth the investment that two or more governments make
in him.

The practitioners of technical assistancethose from the host country and
their foreign advisorsplay roles of equal significance in the development
process. Technical assistance, as we have learned, must IT a shared effort in
which officials and specialists from two or more societies cooperate to solve
problems which, to a greater or lesser degree, are present in all societies,
regardless of their level of development.

The first draft of the Guide was prepared under AID Contract csd-2807
by the North Carolina State University at Raleigh. The writers were Dr. J. A.
Rigney, Dean of International Programs and project leader; Dr. Harvey L.
Bumgardner, Director of the Peru Project; Dr. Walter Ellis, of the De-
partment of Politics, all from North Carolina State; Dr. Rolf P. Lynton, of
the Carolina Population Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill;
and Dr. Christian W. Jung, of the School of Education, Indiana University
at Bloomington. They had the counsel of consultants from the U.S. Depart-
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ment of Agriculture, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion, and the American university community.

Preliminary drafts were discussed in three week-long workshops of some

20 members each: one composed of U.S. professionals who had served abroad

with institution-building projects (Raleigh). another ref F.A.O. project man-

agers (Rome), and a third of South American staff members of the Inter-

American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (Montevideo). Each group

brought a different perspective and was extreme': helpful. Officials from

AID also participated.
After the final report was submitted by the North Carolina State University

group, the manuscript was reviewed by a number of technical assistance

specialists, many of whom placed AID their debt by sending comments.

The final manuscript has been modifie to incorporate these comments and

to reflect recent changes in AID's goals and organization, especially its more

collaborative approach to development assistance.

Dr. Abraham M. Hirsch of the Technical Assistance Methodology Division,

in his role as project manager, drafted or revised major portions of the text and

coordinated prrduction of the final product. Mr. Alfred B. Bigelow of the

Office of International Training revised Chapter VII on training. Dr. Chris-

tine S. Hugerth of the Technical Assistance Bureau prepared Figure 8. Dr.

Paul Schwarz. Consultant, Dr. William J. Siffin of the Midwest Universities

Consortium on International Activities, and Mr. Robert L. Hubbell, AID's

Coordinator of Program Methods and Evaluation, analyzed later drafts in de-

tail and contributed greatly to their improvement. Mrs. Jean D. Hadsell

edited the final manuscript and prepared the typescript for the printer.

As is indicated above, the process of producing this Guide has been

lengthy and involved. Apart from the persons already mentioned, many

others provided comments and suggestions. It is not possible to list them

all here. To all, our deepest appreciation.

JAMES W. GREEN. Chief

Methodology Division
Bureau for Technical Assistance
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\C.Intpter I

THE TEAM LEADER'S ROLE: AN OVERVIEW

The role of the team leader places him in the midct of several institu-
tions, each of which makes different and at times contradictory dem4nds. Hemust deal with at least two bureaucraciesan external assistance agency anda host institutionusually without being an employee of either. He mustwork within another culture. Selected largely on the basis of his professional
stature, the team leader finds that his day-to-day work calls as much on his
tact, negotiating abilities and persuasive powers as on his technical skills. -Hence, the question, "What is the job of the team leader?" has several
answers:

1. Senior professional advisor to the officials of the host institution.These officials manage an entity designated by the host government to
produce specified services to help in the country's development. The team
leader, as their senior advisor and partner, assists them in administra-
tive and organizational matters as well as in the application of a par-
titular technology. Here his e'cpertise in a particular technology is less
important than his understa:Iding of the principles of institution-build-ing. He must keep in mind the "big picture," the manner in which
his team can contribute to development through the building of insti-tutions as well as through the use of technology.

2. Manager of his team of foreign experts and of other resources made
available to the host institution. The team leader has wide responsibil-
ity for work assignments, commodity allocation and participant train-ing as well as for his team's off-the-job environment and the welfare
and "onduct of members of their families. Although the members ofhis team are under his general dayto-day control, their work involves
them constantly and direttl with the staff of the host institution, and.both he and they operate under some form of administrative control bythe institution's management. Though manager of his team, the team
leader cannot determine the actual work situations of his team members
except in coordination with the leadership of the host institution. Simi-larly, the training and commodity (equipment and materials) com-ponent, of the assistance package are under the team leader's nominal
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control kit he can neither dispense nor withhold them except in close

collaboration with hostinstitution 0110 tls.

Liaiso» officer. VCIthin the host institution, the team leader is the day-

toclay spokesman for the technical assistance project financed by the

external assistance agency. At the same time. he joins with the leaders

of the host institution and other host-country officials in speaking for

the project to external assistance agency officials. Also, he represents his

home institution in its relationships with the host institution, the ex-

ternal assistance agency and the advisory team. As a supervisor he repre-

sents his team members' professional and personal interests to all other

entities. Finally, he interacts with hostcountr leaders outside his

projett. with the technical assistance experts of other projects. and with

other assistants groups.

Thus, the role of the team leader is shaped by the demands of each of the

entities with which he deals. He must try to meet their expectations and yet

not allow any one of his commitments to overshadow any of the others. He

must use his professional and technical insights, his administrative talents

and his political acumen to good advantage. There are many foreseeable ob-

stacles to his success, and still more unforeseen one:. Vet at every turn of the

road he must tome up with the appropriate response.

No two team leaders have identical jobs. The technology to be applied,

the nature of the host institution, the characteristics of the particular society

and its politics and economy, the size, diversity .,nd composition of the

team, the policies of the external assistance agency. the capabilities of the

home institutionall of these affect the manner in which the team leader

plays his part.
The demands on the team leader sketched in the preceding paragraphs

may appear to require a superman. Being a team leader it taxing, and not

everyone would w ish to assume such burden. But because it is so challenging

it can also give its incumbent g satisfaction.

THE CONTEXT OF THE TEAM LEADER'S WORK

Technical Assistanc'i

Technical assistance- or -technical cooperation- are terms for the process

through which more -developed and less-deteloped countries collaborate to

develop needed skills and attitudes in the less.developeil countries and to

create and support in those countries the institutions necessary for social,

economic and political growth. Technical assistance is sometimes dis-

tinguished from capital assistance. which in the main provides equipment

and construction materials and services or sets up development hanks,

though some technology transfer may also he part of capital assistance

projects. Technical assistance emphasizes the transfer of skills and informa-
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tion and the creation of attitudes and patterns of behas kit which render theskills and information functional. To promote national development. theseare transferred not to random individuals but to persons in organizations,institutions or other functional groupings. in the latter half of the twentiethcentury, most technical assistance involves intergovernmental programs, fi-nanced largely with public funds.
Historically speaking. technical assistance as discussed in this Glide isan unusual type of technology diffusion. Diffusion of conic kind. of course.is virtually as old as mankind. Societies have always taken information, skillsand technical know-how from each other. Merchants and traders, explorersand settlers, pilgrims and missionaries. teachers and soldiers. captives andslaves have carried knowledge from one society to another and implanted it.They frequen,4 transferred skills in spite of discouragement from the rulersof the society rossessing the sought-after technology. The transfer was usuallybrought about for private profit or personal rewards. Modern technical as-sistance, on the other hand, involves planned efforts to diffuse technologicalknowledge for societal development and enrichment rather than private prof-it, and is organized through the collaborative efforts of two or more gov-ernments.

Technical assistance, though commanding only tiny resources when com-pared with other governmental outlays, is a significant factor in interna-tional relations. Hardly a country in the world today does not either give orreceive technical assistanze, and sometimes both, through bilateral or interna-tional channels. Most countries that give help give it to more than onecountry, and most countries receiving help receive it from more than onesource.

Institution-Building
From the point of v iew of technical assistance, an hitt/tut/nu is defined asa complex social organikation which has the capability of introducing andsustaining change until ;t becomes accepted and takes root in the society asa whole. A public administration institute, for example. becomes an "insti-tution" as it becomes an effective. accepted and innovative source of in-fluence within the public sector. Only when an organization takes on cer-tain specified qu dines and relationships and begins to have an influence ofsociety is it called an Mit/tut/Fgt. This definition is applicable to an entireorganization or to a subsection or department within a larger unit.This concept of an institution differs from the conventional use of theterm in the behavioral sciences. h refer to the "institution of marriage."and to most established and mutinuing organizations as "institutions." Aspecialized meaning of -institution" has found its way into recent research oninstitution-building and has proved useful in discussions of technical as-sistance. In this sense, billitillion.buillig.z is defined as the process of devel-
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Ting a new organization -or reconstructing an existing one--in a manner

that will give it innovative qualities and capabilities enabling it to affect

society in certain positive ways.

Development invokes, tmong other things. the introduction of changes

deliberately planned and engineered. Many such changei must be introduced

and supported by formal organizations. V'hen the leaders of a society decide

to create a new organization or to remodel an old one they expect that the

new organization will sustain a particular tvpe of innovation in the .society.

Institution-building technical assistance endeavors to help a developing

country establish a new agency or organization with this capability for pro-

ducing positive change. or reconstitute an existing organization to serve

development goals. Such .in orpnization may be a school, a health system,

a credit agency. a family-planning agency. a public administration institute,

an electric power authority, a tax-collecting bureau, etc. The role of the

team leader in ar institution-building project is thus quite different from

his role when an engineering facility is installed on a turn-key basis or a

particular technological service is performed once only (e.g., a survey). In an

institution-building project. the team leader's role requires intense and pro-

tracted interaction with the prime movers of the process, the leaders of the

innovating institution, in order to make the new institution effective and

self-sustaining. But it must he remembered that building an institution is not

the end purpose; it is only a means to the greater end of developing a country.

THE REALITIES OF THE TEAM LEADER'S JOB

The greatest reality of the team leader's job is the complexity of his task

environment. His world of work is divided into differing segments, each

with its own set of demands, expectations,
conceptions of strategy as well as

of tactics, criteria of success, rules and procedures, and rewards and penalties.

His work is further complicated by the geographi: and communications

distance between the work site and the source of external assistance. The

project may he affected by unpredictable events over which neither the

team leader nor the leaders of the host institution have any control. It is

part of his role to try to bring sufficient order to the reality in which he and

his team operate to make their work effective, and to deal gracefully with

such confusion as may remain. To do this, the team leader must understand

not only his own and his team's setting but also that of the host institution's

leaders. Their setting overlaps with his but is not identical.
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Figure 1. The Task Environment of Local Leaders

The Task Environment of Local Leaders
Figure 1 represents the task enyironment as viewed by the host institution's leadership. This setting can be divided into four major segments:
. . . the national government as a source of authority and of resources tocarry out institutional functions,
. . . the host organization itself,
. . . complementary, supplementary and competing agencies in the society,and
. . . external assistance agencies, including the team and its leader.
There is at least one important difference between the viewpoint of theinstitution's leadership and that of the team leader. For the latter, the host.country institution is the most important element in his immediate task
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environment (see Fig. 2). For the institution's leaders, the external assist-

ance segment is only one portion of the whole, with the team leader and his

team seen as only a part of that segment. Actual situations vary considerably,

but the likelihood that the projekt, the team and its leader are not uppermost

in the minds of local leaders should never be overlooked.

Figure 2. The Task Environment of the Team Leader
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The Task Environment of the Team Leader

In many ways the task environment of the team leader is as complex as that

of the head of the host institution. Yet, though marching to the beats of

several different drummers, he must keep in step both with the leadership

of the host institution and with the requirements of the project.

The four major constituents of the team leader's task environment are the

host Mstitntion (including staff colleagues, the team, and other advisors to

the local institution, if any), the host government, the external assistance

agency, and the home inaitution. Each is involved in the project; each may

have contacts with the other elements
independent of the team leader. The

closer entities may be more visible than those farther away but are not neces-
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sarily more influential. hinds for the project, for instance. may he increasedor reduced by powerful groups on the periphery of the diagram ( Fig. 7!).The team leader is similarly important to the other elements Of the taskenvironment. Ile and his team Lontribute to the goals of each. As much aspossible he should regard them as- and make them- allies and contributors.Yet ec.ch of them has its own structure, expectations and tactics. as well as adistinct clientele. Thus. in orchestrating support the team leader needs toknow the peculiarities of each element.

All of this suggests that communication is a basic concern of the teamleader. He must keep in touch with all of the elements in the task environ-ment. Periodic reporting is one way to do this. Some reports may he re-quired, but they are not necessarily the most significant reports prepared bythe team leader. Figure i shows the usual lines of communication.To return to Figure 2 (The Task Fro ironment of the Team Leader ) Thesize of each segment in the diagram is only suggestive in a general way.The composition of each segment also varies. But the team leader can adaptthis generalized diagram to the specifics of his particular situation. Somecomments on cash segment follow.

Host-country Segment
The team leader's immediate host-institution colleagues are institutionalleaders or technologists with whom he has close operational relationships.They too are likely to he invoked in complex networks of associations andinfluences. Among these may he family relationships which can influencedecisions by local leaders; in most less-developed countries the family is an__entity much larger and more closely-knit than in most of the more technologically-ath anted countries. Friendships may count for much more in thehost society than in the team leader's own culture. and may matter greatlywhen appointments, training scholarships and similar questions are con-sidered. In one kis-developed countries most of the men in positions ofleadership are graduates of the same few outstanding schools and their studentrelationships persist over the years in the form of favors done aoti servicesperformed.

Administrative patterns in less-developed countries are often highly cen-tralized. Host. institution colleagues may be unwilling or unable to make far-reaching decisions because these require action at higher levels of theirministry. Local decisionmaking officials may also be working with otherforeign advisors. Within the government, ministries may be competing forscarce resources, and this can affect the status and prospects of a givenproject. The team leader needs to understand the interplay of these politicalforces and to deal with them as best he can.
Host-Institution Segment

Within the host institution, the team leader has responsibilities to his
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Figure 3. Team Leader's Administrative and

Reporting Relationships
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staff colleagues anc14.,to the team. He advises the staffmainly its senior
membersin institution-building and other matters. He manages available
external resources in consultation with them. He is responsible for the welfare
and p:ofessional performance of his team members; the latter includes their
over-all contribution to the institution-building process. Problems of maintain-
ing a balance between "doing" and the indirect and less visible efforts that help
build institutional capability are common, and they are essentially the team
trader's problems.

External-Assistance-Agency Segment

The external assistance agency will normally have invested considerable
effort in arriving at the decision to fund the project, which its officials will
tend to view as both an element in and an extension of their agency's own
program. The agency may have a field office (e.g., the USAID mission)
within the host country. If so, the team leader will find it a source of
guidance and counsel.

An external assistance agency staff member is normally designated project
officer and as such is the operational link between the external assistance
agency and the team leader. It is one of his duties to see that agreements,
contracts and plans are followed, funds used as intended, and other rules
and regulations observed. In formal reporting relationships, the project offi-
cer is the initial recipient of reports from the team leader. At the same time,
his responsibilities go considerably farther than monitoring. He should be
concerned with the over-all effectiveness of the assistance being provided:
Is the institution becoming viable? Is it having an impact on the local gov-
ernment, economy, society? The project officer plays a key role in preparing
recommendations for expanding, reducing or terminating the assistance
project.

The external assistance agency may have other projects in the host country.
The total experience of its staff in the application of technical assistance far
exceeds as a rule that of any single team leader. The combined experience of
the external assistance agency's field staff and of its head-office personnel
represents a resource that the team leader must utilize to the fullest extent
possible.

The top executive of the external assistance agency's field office (e.g.,
the USAID director, or the country director or senior advisor of a United
Nations specialized agency) usually has close contacts at the ministerial level

----- within the host country; and he is also in touch with the heads of other
assistance programs active in the country. His is a position of considerable in-
fluence with respect to the generation or allocation of resources and support.
He in turn is responsible. to the head of the country mission (e.g , the U.S.
ambassador or the U.N. resident representative), who can also be a powerful

__ and interested ally of the project. He may ask the assistance agency's field
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office director to keep directly in touch with him concerning the project

and its progress.

home- Institution Segment
The home institution is another element of obvious concern to the team

leader. He represents that institution in cases where projects are supported

through agreements with particular agencies or institutions. (Some external

assistance agencies put together project teams from a number of sources,

including their own personnel. In these instances it will not be useful to re-

gard the home institution as a separate segment in the Fig. 2 diagram.)

The home institution is usually the team leader's professional base. His

.appointment .ts team leader was decided by the home institution, with

concurrence by both the host institution and the external assistance agency.

Yet at times he may find himself in something of an adversary position vis-a-

vis some officials of the home institutionan advocate of the project and

a pleader for resources.

. The home institution usually designates one of its officials as contact

and backstop officer for the project. He is here referred to as the home-

institution coordinator, and he is a key link for the team leadera sup-

porter and at times an enforcer of regulations, a friend at headquarters and

a times perhaps something else. If this link is weak, the team leader is likely

to have difficulties. One key to avoiding these is careful and continuous

effort to guarantee that the coordinator grasps and is in agreement with the

substance of the project, understands its needs, and is given plenty of time

to..resrond to project requests for support.



Chapter II

THE TEAM LIADER
AND INSTITUTION-BUILDING

Institution-building is the aim of the typical technical assistance project.The process of creating a new institution or reshaping an existing one placescrucial responsibilities on the recipient government and institution. The con-tribution of foreign professionals is important but they can never do thewhole job. They play a catalytic, educational and supportive role.
External assistance should he used only for those aspects of institution-building it can perform best and should not become a substitute for other,local, inputs. Properly used, external assistance is a major asset to an insti-

tution-building project.

The subject-matter of this chapter, then, bears directly on the role of the
team leader but applies equally to the roles of the leaders of the host institu-tion, of whom the team members are professional colleagues.

A PERSPECTIVE ON INSTITUTION-BUILDING
The institution-building model on which the discussion that follows isbased (Fig. 4) treats institutions not simply as entities with a table of organ-ization and a set of facilities but rather as dynamic organisms with per-sonality, character and a distinctive environment. This model was developedfrom the experience of years of developmental activity and technical as-sistance by a group of specialists in public administration and other dis-ciplines. The model is often identified with Professor Milton J. Esman ofCornell University, who led the group from four universities who first de-veloped the model and then tested it with case studies.
The infidel stresses that, to build or restructure an institution and to assessits effectiveness and maturity, it is necessary to pay attention to what is hap-pening both inside the organization and in its environment. If the institu-tion is to contribute to the development of its society, then the pragmatic

indicators of its effectiveness are not so much to be found within its organi-zational framework as outsideamong the linkages that the institution isable to shape and exercise.

11
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On the other hand, in order for an institution to affect its environment,its internal house must be in order. That is why institution-building is con-
cerned with both the external and internal aspects of the given institution.
Figure 4 shows the internal elements (in imhzion.i/ raiiibiec) and the external
elements (linkages, which refer to relationships within the general environ-
ment in which the institution functions) which are of concern in institution-
building.

These two groups of variables interact with each other in myriad trans-
actions which facilitate, distort or restrict institutional development. The
kinds, quantity and quality of these transactions pros ide an index of the
character of the institution and its impact on its society.

Institutional Variables
Leadership

Leadership involves two elementsthe roles of the people who lead, and
their effects. It includes all those persons who exercise a management or
decision-making role within an institution. For example, in a university, the
dean and the heads of departments are leaders, as well as the titular and
functional heads of the organization. Leadership may also include certain
professors or other members of the staff. In addition to formal leaders,
there are always informal leaders who exert influence because of their agc,
reputation, experience, or the sheer vigor or competence of their activities.The "power structure" may even include persons who are not officially a
part of the institution but who are nonetheless important in establishing its--policies and practices.

Leadership in complex institutions is usually a collective process in whichvarious rolessuch as external political contacts, internal management and
program developmentare divided among the members of a leadership
group. In many cases, however, one person is dominant. If he or she is inno-
vative and has organizational ability and political skill, such a leader should
be able to induce key staff members to identify their own interests with
the welfare of the organization and the innovations it seeks. Where these
qualities are not present in the top person, it may be possible for the other
members of the leadership cadre to compensate for their absence. If this
cannot be done, the prospects of the institution's developing an innovative
character will be severely limited.

In many cultures, loyalties are traditionally attached to the person wholeads the institution rather than to the institution itself. As a consequence,the status of the institution rises and falls with that of its leader. The
concept of institution in other cultures tends to stress the position of the
incumbent rather than his personthe role rather than the personality. Thiscan be overdone, but in general a fully institutionalized organization is one
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that does not depend primarily on a particular person for its existence or ef-

fectiveness.
LeadershIp is perhaps the most important institutional variable. An insti-

tution without adequate lea.krship may disintcgrate. Unless the leadership

is committed to hint-ation and is technicall and politically competent to

handle both its internal and external responsibilities. the enterprise may be

;it trouble een though its situation is otherwise favorable.

Effectie leadership is a scarce commodity in any culture. In order to se-

cure continuity in institutional leadership a leadership structure is essential;

this is something more complex. more subtle, than peroma/i.ono. To serve

his end, specific plans must be laid for the development, training and

buildingup of future leaders. The team leader should play a supportive role

in such staff de% &Talent and training schemes.
In attempting to sun ey and assess the leadership situation in a given or-

ganization, these question. may he helpful:

1. How stable or well-entrenched is the leadership? Is it: (a) person-

alized: (1, ) fractured or divided?

2. How sound is the leadership structure?

3. How well.connected is the institution's leadership with the next

higher level of the power structure? How stable are these levels?

4. How innovati%e is the leadership?

s. How committed is the leadership to the intended institutional aims? ,

6. How skillful is the leadership in internal and external relations?

7. What is the prevalent pattern (or patterns) of leadership in the society,

or in the sector in which the organization is located?

The answers to the above and similar questions will influence strategies

of leadership support and development. An institution's leadership is fre-

quently difficult to modify in the short run, but change is often possible

over time-- a time that for an Lisistance project may extend over a period

of five to ten years.

Doctrine
Doctrine is an expression of what the institution stands for, what it hopes

to achieve. and the styles of action it intends to use. It is the orientation on

the basis of which operating strategies are planned. It is more than a mere

listing of goals or statement of purposes; it is the collection of "principles"

that underlies the program, policies, goals and strategy of the institution.

Doctrine is usually a group of ilicmes projected by the leadership to its in-

ternal and external audiences in Gcler to gain and maintain understanding

and support for the institution and its purposes. It can be expressed differ-

ently to different audiences: e.g., by a university to a group of alumni or a

group of foreign tourists. The former may view the university in terms of
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their employment prospects, while the latter may he more interested in itsrole in national development plans.
Within an institution there should be a sense of its doctrine that is reason.ably clear and internally consistent. Doctrine helps the personnel of an in-stitution to communicate with each other; it provides a basis for a sense of

common purpose, and clues to priorities.
Outside the institution, an understanding of its doctrine is also vital. Onlywhen outsiders accept its purpose and influence will they provide supportfor and solicit help from the institution.
The development of a sense of an institution's doctrine is one of the basicorders of business in an institution-building project. Doctrine provides thefoundation for general institutional goals and operational style. Therefore

its expression, elaboration and interpretation are important responsibilities
of those who are leading institution-building activities.

It should be noted that doctrinal development is a two-way process. Doc-trine .is partly -set- by those who establish an organization. but it alsoevolves and adapts as the organization responds to its environment overtime. Failure to deal with the need for a sense of doctrine means that an
organization will probably lack an agreed-on set of purposes. and it may
drift opportunistically into activities which are attractive and easy but do
not contribute to development.

One of the possible difficulties in providing technical assistance is dis-
agreement on doctrine. In such a situation, the team leader must recognize
that he does not have the power to enunciate doctrine and make it stick. But
he can often influence the shaping of doctrine, in many ways.

At any given time a degree of flexibility and implicitness in doctrine
is permissible, and often even desirable. Not only can themes be given dif-ferent emphases for different clienteles, they may also he modified as the
institution faces new problems and learns from experience. Finally. doctrine
motivates personnel. establishes expectations about institutional performance,and helps to prepare the ground for shifts in an institution's emphasis, activi-
ties and outputs.

The following questions may he helpful in thinking about doctrine:
1. At a given point in time, is there a formal, official statement of

doctrine?
2. Is the function which doctrine assigns to the institution a realistic one;

i.e., is it consistent both with what is needed and what is feasible?
3. Is doctrine actually built into the attitudes and behaviors of key people,

or is it more stated than substantial?
4. Does the doctrine state or imply a receptivity to innovation?
5. V'hat social or political conflicts are implicit or explicit in the institu-

tion's doctrine? How can these conflicts he handled?
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6. What official and public support is there for the institution's present

or prospective doctrine? How can this be built upon?

The doctrine articulated for the institution may correspond to the team

leader's own views; he may have been selected by his home institution and

approved by the host institution because he subscribed to the institution's

doctrine. On the other hand, the key problem in the institution-building ef-

fort zaay be ttot of developing and building into the organization a sound

doctrinal base.
The team leader should be sure that he understands the doctrine adopted

by or proposed for the institution, and should be able to explore doctrinal

questions with the institution's leadership. Communication about doctrine

may be difficult even where two persons use the same language and come

from the same culture. It is even more difficult to be sure of substantial

understanding in cross-cultural situations.
The underlying philosophy of an institutionits doctrineis too im-

portant for its development to he left to chance. Only if there is reasonable

consensus and mutual understanding of the basic goals and philosophy

around which the institution will be developed is there solid ground for col-

laboration in an effort at institution-building.

Program
The program of an institution is the sum total of its activities, "the doc-

trine reflected in action." It includes plans for the institution's development

and productivity as well as for immediate operations.

"Program" is the over-all label for the means by which the institution's

objectives are realized, or at least pursued. The program of a ministry of

education includes the operation of primary and secondary schools as well

as the teacher education, preparation of materials, etc., that are needed to

support the schools. A public health institute may stress the operation of

family planning clinics but rely on other agencies for supplies, staff train-

ing and basic research. The program of each institution will reflect the in-

fluence of its current leadership and doctrine.

An institution's program converts its resources into products. The quan-

tity, quality and availability of the services and goods produced by the in
stitution help justify its existence, reassure the providers of its resources that

their decision to make them available was justified, andit is hopedin-
duce the provision of further resources.

The most visible products of an institution are its current services. These

include such things as research results, technological information, materials

(seed, books. serums, etc.), formal or informal adult education, and trained

personnel who are available for employment. The influence resulting from

these services is a significant by-product; influence helps develop support

for an institution by securing its linkages.
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Current services and influence are outputs which are consumed by oneor more publics. At the same time, some of the institution's outputs must bereinvested within the institution. Such reinvestment may take the form ofadditional trainir or staff members, planning and promotion, research anddevelopment, etc. Unless such reinvestments are made, the institution willnot be able to increase its capabilities to produce externalized outputs, norto keep pace with the new or altered demands made upon it either by thosewho pre to its resources or those who consume its product. (The importantinstitutional invest :nts are seldom buildings, since buildings can beadapted for use by various kinds of institutions.)
Such reinvestment is crucial to an institution's ability to innovate. If itspersonnel remain satisfied with the status quo, there will be little institu-

tion- building. Propensity to change is not latent in institutions. It must benurtured by leadership and accepted by staff members who hate learned im-proved ways of providing services and are motivated to implement whatthey have learned. Lessons must constantly he learned from research and fromevaluation of current operations, and these must be digested and passed onto the staffs concerned. The team leader and his team can play a significantrole in promoting continuous evaluation and innovation.
Sometimes unforeseen circumstances which challenge the institution cata-lyze innovati,.e programs. An outbreak of livestock disease, for instance, maystir an agricultural research and extension service to meet its challenge. Anunexpected rise in the prices charged for a particular agricultural product

may do likewise, creating public demand for the service's outputs. If the----institution's leadership is able, such unanticipated circumstances can lead tobreakthroughs in the institution's development.
The following questions may be helpful in formulating an institution's

program and assessing its relevance and adequacy:

1. What is the balance between ad hoc and programmed effort? Is activity
largely responsive or routine, or is it guided by deliberate initiatives?2. How relevant is the program to country needs? Is this relevance de-liberate or fortuitous? Is is likely to persist?

3. Does the program reflect and attempt to carry out the institution's
doctrine?

4. How well and widely is the program understood by the staff? How
strongly are they committed to it?

3. Is the program relatively practical and efficient?
6. To what degree do the activities carried out under the program result

in the achievement of major goals of the institution?

Developing institutions are likely to over-commit. This is usually done witha view to pre-empting as many activities for the institution's future opera-tions as possible. This strategy tends toward a diversified program, followed
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by attempts to find adequate resources. Dilution of resources in each indi-

idual program area. how veer. eau lead to a mediocre or poor performance by

the institution as a whole.
An important element in Ft %gram strategy includes pro' ision for early

payoffsvisible results that ian generate support for the institution. Cer-

tain minimum levels of input must he achieved in selected segments of the

otter -all program in order to produce manifest results. Time-phasing is an im-

poennt institution building program consideration.

Resources
Institution-budding requires that scarce resources he obtained and then

used well. Typically. less-developed countries are marked by considerable

competition for such resources. Securing them brings into play the con-

cept of linkages. The institution's leadership must nurture its linkages so

that, in the competition for resources. it comes out better rather than

worse. The lead,. rship must also he husbandnien of resources, making

sagacious use of what they to get to meet their most urgent priorities.

Not least among these competitive efforts is the competition for human

resources. Qualified staff May he hard to obtain even in countries with

chronically see ere unemployment. Persons with training and experience

as managers. planners or technicians may he courted by a number of

would-he employers: getting and keeping staff can he a high art.

Perhaps the most important single task in resource management for insti-

tution-building is the development of a properly prepared and motivated

technical staff. This is a continuing function of institution-builders, a vry
significant one. Possibly no single factor is more indicative of leadership

quality than the way in which personnel resources are developed, improved

and used. The development of appropriate skills may require the institu-

tion to make some sacrifice in its output of services while it invests in ad-

vanced training for some of its staff, and while less-skilled personnel per-

form at a more. modest level and on a more limited range of activities. The

balance between services to societ and reinvestment in the institution is

always difficult to maintain at its most rewarding point, particularly in the

early stages of institutional development.

A proper balance between current use of resources and their reinvest-

ment applies not only to staff but also to financial resources. Funds are

Adm., made available in a flexible fashion. In many countries. funding is

complicated by foreign exchange problems. Budgets may have to be drawn

up in both the national currency and in terms of available foreign ex-
change. Competition for funds in general may he fierce, but competition

for foreign exehang,e allocations may he fiercer still.

An institution may also receiw **items in kind.- Land may be allocated

for its office or program use. Buildings, vehicles and physical equipment
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may be assigned to the institution, either through national channels or ex-ternal assistance agencies. Items provided in this way, though "free," createfuture needs. The assignment of vehicles, for instance, implies that gasoline,tires and spare parts will become available as required. After acquiring aduplicating machine, provision must be made for obtaining stencils, ink,rollers and paper. The projection of resources required by the institution
must include planning for systematic maintenance, and for depreciation al-lowances to finance replacementconcepts which are seldom part of localtradition.

External assistance is itself a scarce resource, whether expressed in fundsor in technical assistance personnel. It too is .m input for which there maybe strong competition. The institution receiving external assistance makessome, but not all, of the necessary decisions about its magnitude, composi-tion and use. Since external assistance is nearly always given and receivedon a government-to-government
or international-organization-to-government

basis, the host government and the unit within it which allocates external
resources arc involved in their management also. Usually this unit k ofcabinet level, and most of the time it outranks and exercises more influencethan the assistance-receiving institution in the hierarchy of governmentunits of which the institution is also a part. The external assistance agencyhas its own requirements concerning the use of the aid it provides, and in
nearly all cases these requirements make demands against other resourcesof the receiving institution.

For instance, the host institution may have to provide its foreign expertswith office space, transportation, housing. clerical support and interpreta-tion services as well as "counterpart" staff. External assistance, though addi-tive, ties up other resources. At the same time, on the positive side, ex-ternal assistance may provide resources which would not otherwise beavailable at all or which, if obtained directly by the host institution or
government, would he even more expensive, especially in terms of foreign
exchange.

External assistance is a complex resource. comprising trade-offs which
involve careful weighing of pros and cons: foreign exchange versus national
currency expenditures; temporary dependence on outside help versus insti-tutional self-sufficiency; application of external assistance to long -term insti-
tutional development versus its use for outputs of current services: use of
external assistance and local resources for the design and management of
the institution itself versus their application to the institution's outputs.

The team leader may web find himself consulted when the decisions
involving some of these trade-offs are made. He may find that participation
in such deli!lerations is the toughest part of his assignment, requiring him to
marshal great detachment and objectivity. He may find himself arguing
for decreasing-the level of external assistance rather than maintaining or
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increasing it. for less reliance on his team members and himself rather than

more. Such decisions will not he frequent during his term of service but

they may he the most challenging to his professional standards.

The manner in which resources are manage.{ is indicative of the institu-

tion's "personality" and the character of its leadership. Also revealing is the

degree to which decisions and budgets are adhered to in practice, and

whether exemptions and deviations from decisions taken are the exception

or the rule.
Because the team leader is both the manager of a significant part of an

institution's resources (i.e.. the external assistance inputs) and an advisor to

the institution, he must understand the institution's policies and how they

affect the use of resources. He needs to know:

1. How and from where are resources obtained ?

2 What are the prospects for continued and increased domestic finan-

cial support? Are they commensurate with the plans and program of

the institution ?
3. Are the quantity and type of external assistance adequate? Can the

institution use the external assistance effectively, or does external aid

Overtax its resources? How dependent is the institution on external as-

sistance for current operations (as contrasted with investment) ? What

are the projected shifts in this dependence?

4. How are resources allocated and budgets drawn up within the institu-

tion? Who contributes to the decision-making process, both from in-

side and outside the institution? Can middle-level echelons bring issues

and views to top management's attention?
S. Is budgeting a firm allocation of available resources or more a matter

of hope and intent? Is the financial plan reliable, in other words? If

not, how does the actual financial planning work?

6. Do financial planning and management reflect program aims?

7. Is capability to plan and manage resources adequately built into the

strategy Of institution-building?

Internal Structure
The internal structure of an institution is its pattern of organization and

administrative relationships. It involves the formal and informal distribution

of authority. the division of labor among component units, the flow of work

and the channels of communication. A sound internal structure is one that

"works"- -it makes possible the easy flow of ideas, instructions and trans-

actions up and down throughout the organization and laterally among the

units that must cooperate in order to carry out the organization's purposes

and programs.
In less-developed countries, many institutions an. r .actured according to

organizational concepts inherited from a former colonial government; the
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names of some units, the general functions assigned to various departments,and the titles of high- and middle-level managers may reflect these colonial
traditions. Other traditions may have originated in other contracts with
foreigners or pre% ions generations of fozeign advisors. As a result, in many
countries different patterns coexist, and institutions with similar types of
programs may not share a common pattern of internal structure.

A pervasive characteristic of organizations in less-developed countries isthe lack of arrangements for the delegation authority. This may reflect
traditions in which power is held essentially by ti e one man at the top and is
perceived as so unitary in character that it cannot be delegated. Legal re-quirements sometimes reinforce this tradition, making delegation virtually
illegal. Standard operating procedures that permit subordinates to take onresponsibility under certain circumstances may he absent: a shortage of
managerial skills at middle or lower staff levels may compound the prob-
lem. Any assessment of internal structure must take full cognizance of these
background factors before the conclusion is reached that the structure
should he changed.

Internal structure should cast leadership into optimum roles and reflect
the doctrine, program and resources of the institution. If the internal strut-
turc does not sufficiently serve these three institutional areas, it should be
carefully re-examined to consider what changes are practicable. Trading one
imported structure for another may not be of much help.

The following questions will help to focus an assessment of the internal
structure of an organization:

I. Are noted deficiencies structural or are they primarily procedural
problems?

2. Does the structure enable decisions to be made on the basis of ap-
propriate information and at points where control can be imple-
mented? Does it put the ri f .t people in cothmand?

3. Does the structure have a potential for exL(..sive conflict and competi-
tion built into it?

4. Is the structure in keeping with the institutional doctrine and the
broad requisites of the program?

5. Is the structure perceived as appropriate both inside and outside the
organization ?

6. Does the structure encourage initiative and collaboration, or is it
primarily hierarchical and control-oriented?

Linkages
By definition an institution is an organization interactive with the elements

of its environment. In considering this statement it is useful to consider also
the kinds of linkages that can and do exist. Every institution is enmeshed
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in a network of linkages which its staff must seek to understand and control

for its protection and development.
Linkages are primarily ties between a given institution and other entities

and publics within the host country and society. However, institutions may

also have transnational linkages with sister institutions and related organiza-

tions in other countries. Linkages are not static. The relative importance of

different linkages changes over time.

One basic feature of linkage management is continuing concern with the

flow of communication to and from those environmental elements with

which an organization isor would like to belinked. Publicity is one form

of such communication. It is an important responsibility of management;

administrators and managers, and the team leader and team members,

must keep the need for it in mind and not see it as something done by in-

formation specialists only. Management may personally have to devote time

to making speeches, participating in demonstrations of the institution's pro-

grams and writing articles about its work. The entire staff can be brought

into such activities, which can increase institutional morale by giving all a

sense of participation in extending the institution's influence.

Four types of linkage are defined in Figure 4 (p. 12) : enabling, func-

tional, norinatire and diffuse. These distinctions help to conceptualize the

nature of an institution's relationships with other entities. In practice, how-

ever, a given linkage may have more than one of these qualities.

Enabling Linkages
Enabling linkages provide an institution with the legal and political au-

thority to operate and the funds and other resources necessary for its sup-

port.
The political dynamics of an institution's development involve the aim of

maintaining at their optimum level its prerogatives, responsibilities and re-

sources. Its political world is peopled by other institutions which may be

competitors. Its legal status must be evaluated in terms of the status of these

other entities and their interrelationships with higher authorities and

each other as well as with the institution. A "good" charter is helpful, but

even in its absence dynamic institutional leadership may achieve most of

the institution's objective:. Similarly, poor and inept leadership may squander

the opportunities spelled out in an institution's charter.

Actually, a thorough reading of the basic document establishing an insti-

tution may tell little about its real situation in the typical politically

evolv ing env ironment of a ILSS-de eloped country. Enabling linkages, in the

last analysis, involte much more than charters or formal documents. The

availability of resources often says more than any official pronouncement.

The state of an institution's enabling linkages is likewise a good index of its

status.
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Not all enabling linkages relate to higher levels. Important linkages canand should be forged laterally. This is often difficult in less-developed coun-tries, but in terms of basic developmental aims is of great importance. Col-laboration can provide optimum opportunities for appropriate resource useand create enlarged potentials for authority and freedom of action withindefined areas. An agricultural university, for example, semi-auto omousbut chartered by the ministry of education, might see the ministry of
agriculture's research directorate as a natural competitor. hence an institu-tional foe. If, however, the two institutions can collaborate on agriculturalresearch, both will benefit, Even more, the society is likely to.

Functional Linkages
Functional linkages are essentially working relationships with suppliers ofinputs and users of outputs. in practice. many such reiationships are alsoenabling linkages. In principle, functional relationships are worth separatemention because they include relationships with those entities which use whatthe institution producessuch as graduates, training courses, technology, in-

formation. services, books. etc.
This is the category of linkages that determines the institution's impact onsociety. For example. a university generally depends on private businessand government agencies to employ its graduates. The university's abilityto function well or poorly varies with its complementary relations withboth groups. Functional linkages can be competitive and negative as well

as complementary and positive.
Functional linkages have a large day-to-day practical importance. They

can augment enabling linkages and become strands of collaboration tyingdifferent institutions into a network or system devoted to a specific purpose,meshing their outputs to society's advantage.
Good functional linkages enable an institution to focus on what it can do

best. The criteria used to determine what an institution should retain as the
core of its progr im and what it should allow other institutions to incorporate
unchallenged into theirs might include relative costs, institutional doctrine,
expectations based on enabling linkages. etc.

Functional linkages should enable an institution to establish an appropri-
ate relationship between costs and benefits in getting and using goods and
services. It has the option of devoting its resources, staff and managerial
capacity to producing goods and services itself or of obtaining them from
outside. Functional linkages involve a concern with efficiency. Good func-tional linkages tend to prevent the unwarranted diversion of managerial re-
sources to ancillary matters.

Normative Linkages
Normative linkages exist between those elements in a society that estab-

lish, express and enforce its standards, norms and values. Among these
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may be religious organizations, cultural associations, labor unions, tribal

groups, professional societies and government itself. Accepted social patterns

are not transmitted only through specific organizations or agencies; they may

derive indirectly and subtly from prevalent beliefs, customs or practices. Il-

lustrations of such norms in society in general include political preferences

for certain economic systems, reactions to racial origin or caste, or belief

in the influence of astrology on institutional programs.
Normative linkages affect the goals, methods, image and style of an or-

ganization. They involve the institution with other groups that might oppose

certain aspects of its program or strongly challenge its very right to exist.

Crnsider, for instance, the influence on a contraceptive research institute

of a society where organized religion opposes contraception.

Normative linkages may involve versions of the problem of "the tradi-

tional versus the modern," although such a view is usually a considerable

oversimplification. As often as not, the normative linkage question is: "Given

certain kinds of societal norms and forms, how can we design and operate

a system of action to advance a specific set of developmental goals?"

Opposition to an institution m iy also come from sources that view it as

being too representative of the status quo, or who challenge its doctrine

and program as insufficiently "radical." Such critics may link the institution

especially if it receives external assistancewith the vested interests of

a former colonial power, or of "imperialism," or of one or another economic

or political philosophy or system.
Normative linkages can also be positive, cooperative and supportive

for example, between a group of medical practitioners and a medical re-

search institution, or between an agricultural research institute and an agri-

cultural school.
No institution can afford to ignore its normative linkages, and no institu-

tion can possibly cater to all of them. In the formulation and expression of

doctrine, in the manner in which programs are implemented, in the timing

of various undertakings, in the publicity given to an institution's efforts

and purposes. in its dealings with enabling, functional and diffuse linkages,

account must be taken of the feedbacks that come through various norma-

tive linkages. This requires sensitivity and comprehension, and an intimate

knowledge of the societal factors and cultural traditions prevailing in the

environment.

Diffuse Linkages
Diffuse linkages refer to an institution's relationships with the general

public and with elements of the environment with which it is not directly

involved. These include individuals or groups not formally or directly re-

lated to the institution but actually or potentially aware of it and perhaps

affected by it. For example, parents of students may have diffuse linkages

with a secondary school.
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In the long run, such diffuse elements may exercise considerable influence
on the institution's support and on its effect. For this reason. any evaluationof an institution's success must include some assessment of the state of its
diffuse linkages. This is not always easy. because in many lessdeveloped
countries a considerable gap exists between the peoplemost of themrural and illiterateand the institutional leadership of the country, the
leaders of its government and of vadous semi-governmental institutions. The
number of persons who exert influence on the disposition of public re-
sources may be perceived to he small and there may be a feeling that an
institution's future does not depend on the rural masses but on a few wielders
of power in the capital and some other cities. The team leader may have
a role to play in changing such perceptions.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN INSTITUTION-BUILDING
In describing the linkages of an institution, the point has already been

made that the external environment affects the future of the institution in a
variety of ways. many of them crucial. This point needs emphasis and
elaboration. Not only do external linkages affect the leadership. doctrine,
program, resources and internal structure of an institution, but indeed the
internal institutional variables must he responsive not only to the prefer-
ences of the institution's builders but to various factors in the external en-
vironment. An institution cannot expect its environment to reshape itself to
accommodate the institution: it is the institution which must accommodate
itself to its environment, at the same time acting as an element of change.

The tendency to design institutions from the top downfrom the level
of the central government down to the level of villagershas some validity
and is often inevitable. But the real test- of an institution's design is at the
clientele level. Unless the institution reaches and affects its clients, it fails in
its purpose even though it is well-structured internally and co-exists ap-
propriately in its local setting.

Traditional Institutions
Few institutions are created in any society to fulfill functions which were

totally unknown in that society earlier, or which were not dealt with, at
least informally, before the institution was established. Every society, for ex-
ample, cares for its sick. In many societies the cure of an illness is entrusted
to folk types of medical practitioners. and the sick are cared for by the ex-
tended family. Every society educates its young, whether in the family, in
village-run schools, in schools supported by the national government, or
in those attached to a church, temple or mosque. It would he incorrect,
therefore, to see a new, modern health delivery system with its village-level
dispensary_. or a new national school system with its village-level schools, as
filling a heretofore-existing sold. The purpose of the new system of services
of the grassroots installations made possible by the development of new
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institutions is to complement existing services by making a%ailable addi-

tonal ones which present entities cannot pro% Me.

In order to design or improve institutions. one must understand what

carlicr instrotions rttA idol how they fltilkd needs. how they inobili;red

resource,. how they gaincd support. and the ways in which they were

limited. V'henever and however possible. .t new institution should seek to

capitalize on traditional or grass -roots institutions and draw them into its

own system. if it fails to do this. it tends to create competition between

itself' and Lather institutions and risks not only opposition but possible failure

to mobilite useful resources. For example. midwives. who have traditionally

pros id. d %Acted sees ites, might he giYen opportunities to assist in .t new health

delivery. systym. If not given such opportunitlt s. they may at best he .t resource

lost to society And at worst rang,' themselves in opposition to the new health

center.

Centralization and Decentralization
In many ss-dk %L.14,ped tountries modernization is associated with efforts

to extend the administratiYe and political yffectiyeness of the central govern-

ment. cvqgraphically and functionally. One result is a tendency to foster in-

stitutions with homogeneous programs, regardless of cultural, ethnic, tradi-

tional. get igraplc or other Jut which may yxist.

This may be reflected in school curricula which do not take account

6f ilt:runty-s amtinj4 various student groups. in the dissemination of printed

materials wrte in the country's official language but not necessarily intel-

ligible to the clientele to which they are addressed. and in general in reluc-

tant e to accommodate the various elements of the population in terms of

the differences in services which they require. In some cases this tendency

can defeat institution-building aims.
To the instaution builder this situation may present a dilemma. It is im-

portant to make accommodations to regional needs and to varying local

requirements. Yet if an institution attempts a diverse array of programs, it

enlarges its managerial burden and mar even he criticized as fomenting

regional separatism rather than promoting national unity. The team leader

involved in institution building will need to remember that this dilemma

invokes complicated national politital issues. which as a foreigner he should

approach with caution.

The Time-Frame of Institution-Budding
leery institution, to survive meaningfully in its so and developmental

context, must constantly adapt to changing circumstance.. Institution-building

is never completed. Iloweyer, for foreign professional advisors, the ques-

tion of tune has great importim e. The external assistance ayency and the host

ern eminent. in drawing up the agrecment to collaborate On .1 project, estab-

lish a timetable which calls for the project's completion by a stated date. This



date may not be immutable, but external assistance agencies are often re-luctant to prolong their involvement in projects. At come point, the host in-stitution must make its own decisions and cut its ties of dependence, even ifthis parting results in a temporary math. tion of effecti% (mess. Host institu-tions may often be eager to have external resources available as long as possi-ble, but host governments are no always inclined to ratify such extensions.
Finally, the home institution of the team leader may feel pressures to withdrawat least some key professional personnel from the project as early as possible.The team leader, certainly, will need a time-frame as a reference point inhis work with the host institution's leaders and in his implementation of theexternal assistance elements of the collaborative plan. Because of his crucialrole, his opinion will be asked :or when the decision about the actual termi-nation of external assistance is made.

The institution-building model can serve as a checklist for measuring in-stitutional maturity. Objective and measurable criteria can be devised earlyin the project's lifetime which can serve not only to monitor progress to-ward achievement of this maturity, but can also he used as benchmarks to in-dicate completion of that part of the institution-building effort which re-quires external help. When this phase is completed, external assistanceshould terminate. Very likely much will remain to be done in order tofoster the institution's growth in its developmental and service role; but thisis for the institution's leadership to accomplish. Indeed, planning for thetermination of foreign help to the institution is one of the key contributions
which the team leader can and should make.



Chapter III

THE TEAM LEADER AS ADVISOR

The level and content of the team leader's advisory functions vary with theprojects and teams involved, and even over time as a given project progresses.His primary focus may be on institution-building, or he may be concernedto a similar degree with the substantive technology. Some team leaders arethemselves specialists in institution-building and institutional managementand rely rather heavily on the greater technological specialization of theirteam members. Others are technical specialists in their own right.
The word -advisor" is admittedly an inadequate label for a team leader,He facilitates, he guides, he participates, and he helps create resources andcapabilities. He is a peddler and broker of ideas. His advisory impact dependsnot only on his own skills but also on the capabilities of his team. Headvises the host institution's leadership on how best to make use of foreignprofessionals, and directs the work of his team members. Many of his day-to-day considerations are analogous to those to which his team members mustattend, and therefore this chapter will also be of interest to them.
As a rule, the only power foreign experts may appropriately exercise isthat of persuasion. Their aim is largely to have impact on the capabilitiesand outputs of an institution's regular staff. The optimum relationship be-tween host-institution staff and advisors is one of joint problem-definingand problem-solving. The professiorial talents of both the advisor and hishost-country colleague are applied to problemsmanagerial, technical andinstitution-buildingwhich both perceive. Each learns from the other. Theforeign advisor may contribute some technical refinements, or help withparticular managerial or institution-building problems. His host-institutioncolleague, in turn, can better assess the applicability of suggested techniquesto the developmental problems of his own country.

This optimum relationship calls for a premise of equality, no matter howdifferent may be the experiences or training which advisor and counterpartbring to it. The posture of foreign professionals toward the staffs they areassigned to must be open and collaborative, with a mutual exchange of ad-vice and criticism.

29
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IDENTIFICATION WITH THE INSTITUTION
Collaboration must be based on .1 clear understanding of why the foreign

professional is present and what he is supposed to accomplish. In some cases

he will have explicit terms of reference. In others his rok may turn out to he

imprecise and he will hate to develop his own plan of action. In either

case. his initial undertaking will be to consult with his host-country col-

leagues.
If the project is new, the team leader or member may have a wide lati-

tude within which to establish his role Anti style of operat:on. If he joins

an ongoing roiett. he will find already in plate a network of activities,

expectations and relationships to he assessed and perhaps later modified. He

will hate to fit himself into an environment shaped partly by previous ad-

visors. And yet he individually will have to start at the beginningby be-

coming personally acceptable to his eolleagues and demonstrating his tech-

nical competence.

The team leader may find that principal officials of the host institution

and of other local governent units carry extremely heavy responsibilities. The

few trained managers available may be involved in a great many activities at

the same time, inside and outside their organizations: they may have to move

fast between commitments and give only a fraction of their time and attention

to any one problem. Often this situation is exacerbated by a relative absence of

clear delegation of responsibilities within host-government institutions.

At times the advisor will simply have to accept some delays. Excessive

pushing tends to escalate resistance. It may also encourage pressures on the

team leader to become involved in actions outside the intended thrust of

his project. Such diversionary tactics can occur for other reasons also. They

can pose a difficult problemsometimes one of agreeing to trade-offs in or-

der to gain in personal rapport with colleagues.

Establishing a Personal Basis for Collaboration
140A-institution colleagues usually have mixed feelings about a foreign ex-

pert. The degree of his acceptability will he affected by his tact and his

effectaseness in per,onal relations. Professional eminence is no substitute for

attractive personal characteristies, any more than charm is an alternative to

competence. The athistir must maintain sufficient informal contact with the

dctision-making group among his Colleagues to gain their confidence and es-

tablish rapport. Only through such rapport. based in part on an understand-

ing of the power structure, can coordinated efforts he successfully employed

to actor plish project objet tires.

These relationships give the foreign expert the opportunity to check priori-

tic, and ts with those with whom he works or whom he hopes to in-

fluence. The foreigner must listen and ask. lilicitmc suggestions and points

of view can he a high art: so an assessing them. The best test of aceptance as
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the willingness of host-country professionals to relate to their foreign col-league in an open and personal manner. Such relationships do not alwayssimplify his job; the% may help bring into the open some of the complexi-ties which are occesstrilv alwas result.

Appropriate settings for informal perstinal association include the teamleader's home. The life-stale at most posts makes it desirable that the teamleader entertain his official contacts and colleagues; the scale of this enter-tainment varies considerabl, from country to country. When entertaining heshould bring together officials of the host institution and of other host.government agencies. members of his team and of the staff of the externalassistance agency. and representatives of other foreign organizations. Thepurpose is to provide occasions fur people to meet, to talk .:bout their com-mon problems away from office pressures, and to become acquainted witheach other's poirvs of view. This kind of entertainment can be highly enjoy-able, and is also of .onsiderable value to the team leader and all his as-sociates.

Some hostcountry colleagues may he reluctant to he entertained in a for-eigner's home. When this is the case. the team leader should create informalsocial situations at the work site or on some such neutral ground as a res-taurant or hotel.

Achieving the Appropriate Perspective
To advise, the team leader must not only know the people he works withbut must come to understand how various situations and problems are per-ceived by hem. This requires that he be familiar with the salient characteris-tics of the country its economy, its development situation, and the mannerin which the institution to which he is assigned is expected to cope withproblems and nicer expectations.
Whether he participates in a fi:rmal interview with a host-government of-ficial or chats casually with a farmer in an outlying village. the foreignershould put himself mentally in the shoes of the man with whom he is dealing."Role analysis" is the formal label for this process. It seeks to describe, andthen structure, what t person does, both in the context of what others ex-pect of him and of what he expects of himself. The foreign expert assignedto help make the customs see ice of a country more efficient, for example,might learn about current problems by analyzing what the chief at a bordercustoms station and his subordinates understand their roles to be. This kindof analysis will also help in advisor gain a sense of professional identifica-tion with the institution to which he is assigned.

The team leader will then he able to engage his colleagues in a continuingintellectual relationship. Initially he will have to cast himself in the role ofttudent, taking more from them than he can return. Liter this process oflearning can be widened into a dialogue, which the successful advisor will
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keep alive for the balance of his assignment. This is the essence of the

team leader's relationship with his host-institution colleagues.

From time to time the dialogue may suffer disruptions. This may well

happen when personnel changes take pla in the institution. The advisor

will find that his circle of colleagues will not remain staticin fact, he

should be prepared for shifts in institutional leadership. The appointment of

a new official in an institution can b* the occasion for stock-taking in

which the foreign expert participates al,. with his colleagues. He may be

able, at such a time, to convey to the new official his own perception of

the institution.
The advisor must also remember that the background of his host col-

leagues will have been shaped by different cultural values than his own. In

many cultures. for example. professional training prepares the young mainly

for positions of influence and power. Thus. a foreigner cannot' take it for

granted that a man with a bachelor of science degree in horticulture is nec-

essarily able to teach villagers how to prune trees. He may have been trained

in the theory of pruning groomed for an administrative post in the gen-

eral areayet never actually have done pruning himself. U'hen a foreign

agricultural-education expert talks about the role a a newly-created faculty

of agriculture, he needs to he aware of how his host-institution colleagues

perceive the faculty. and what they expect the role of its graduates to be

in their society.
The team leader may find himself involved in competition between the

host institution and those who for some reason would frustrate its develop-

ment. Though naturally supportive of his project, he must be careful not to

take too extreme or too limited a stand. This is where a foreigner's percep-

tion of the societal matrix of an institution has great value. He can often

help his host-institution colleagues devise ways in which to manage institu-

tional conflicts and stresses. In such situations a team leader can be of genuine

assistance only to the extent that his stance is recognized as being one of

bread and sympathetic comprehension of local aims and beliefs.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE ADVISOR

Harnessing Technology to Institution-Building
Technology is linked v;iti. institution-building by the fact that it func-

tions through institutions, which must he suited to the needs and capabilities

of the society in which they are placed. Some properties of a given technology

are universal. Plants require food and water; engines must have fuel and

maintenance. These properties obtain in any village or metropolis. But to

institutionalize a technology, one cannot ignore the specific chanictciistics of

the particular culture in which it will be applied.

In part this is because the introduction of a given new technology is

motivated by definite policies or purposes, and these may differ from coun-
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try to country. Even if the institution or system to be installed bears thesame name as it bears elsewhere and draws on the same body of technicalknowledge, its intended or real aims may differ radically from those of simi-larly-labeled institutions in other l.tnds. So may its clientele. Also, propensi-ties for collaboration within communities vary from culture to culture. Cul-ture and social factors affect access to various roles. There is no unvaryingformula applying everywhere.

The import of all this has been stated more than once in this Gmide: it isnot enough for the foreign advisor to know his technologyhe must alsoknow the setting in which it will be applied. Some of this he can learnfrom his host-country colleagues. But even here he may encounter limita-tions. Many of his colleagues have absorbed their knowledge of their coun-try through being born and brought up on a high level of their own society.Few have studied their country's institutional structure in a detached, formalway. They may lack knowledge about vital aspects of their society. Fre-quently, they have been brought up and educated in the capital city. Theirgovernment has probably provided limited opportunities for field trips inconnection with their official duties.
In many countries it is difficult to generate new ideas about how to dothings. Deviations from established patterns involve risknot only the realrisk of failure but the risks of censure and oppositioneven sabotagebythose with large investments in the status quo. One frequently encountersthe bureaucrat's impulse to be cautious and to resist innovations that mightcause turmoil.

The team leader or team member is not so restrained. He may see op-portunities where his local colleague is more prone to see obstacles. He mayhave had experience in similar situations elsewhere. He may be able to de-vise promising approaches to the problems at hand. When possible, he shouldoffer alternative courses of action; but he may properly be expected to makedear and explicit rec. 'mendations. These are sometimes extremely usefulto indigenous decision-makers, who can use them as leverage.
Situations of this kind pose real challenges to the foreign advisor. Tomeet them, he must call on all the elements of his understanding of the re-lationship between technological requirements and the features of the lo-cal society.

Facilitating Access to Technology
Technical assistance advisors are in a position to give their host institutionand its leaders greater access to the sources of innovative technology. Inmost of the less-developed countries, a small number of senior technologistsbear the bulk of the country's professional and managerial burdens. Theyhave inadequate opportunities to keep up with the scientific literature in theitfields, and cannot easily maintain contact with foreign sources of informs-
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tion. The foreign expert, especially the team leader,' can help overcome

this problem. He has access tc" many sources of material and knowledge.

Throx.igh the commodity element of an external assistance package he may be

able to obtain books and subscriptions to periodicals. In other ways too an

advisor can help build a basis for permanent linkages between the institu-

tion he is working with and technological centers abroad.

The team leader can also provide information on the pertinent experience

of similar institutions in other less-developed countries. Actual examples

are sources of useful lessons about what may, or may not, be feasible. They

can somet. -r,es provide convincing precedents. The team leader may be able

to arrange tours to kindred institutions abroad for key host-institution

personnel.

Contributing to Managerial Capability

Building or changing an institution requires decisions about many alterna-

tive courses of actionplus the capacity to carry them out. Thus a managerial

system able to introduce innovation is essential. In his capacity as advisor,

the team leader will no doubt be asked to help improve the organizational

and managerial capabilities of his host institution. He will be expected to

"help make things work." In doing so, his focus should be on developmental

tasks, not on the routine operations of the organization.

The outside expert has a special kind of access to his host organization

and its environment which can enable him to obtain exceptional insight into

managerial needs and organizational problems and potentials. He has status,

but is not locked into a particular rank nor identified with any particular

clique within the institution. He may thus enjoy access to and rapport with

many levels of employees and officials, from lower-ranking employees to a

minister who is inaccessible to others. The skillful advisor can often put

this professional and social mobility to good use without creating jealousy

and without stifling the growth of normal patterns of communication with-

in the organization. If he is able to do so, he will contribute substantially to

the management aspects of the institution.

Assisting with Evaluation

Evaluation involves the systematic examination of operational strategies,

resource allocation, and other management decisions aimed at achieving the

joint goals set for the institution and the external assistance project. The

examination which occurs as a part of day-to-day supervision is reinforced and

supplemented by scheduled efforts to compare evidence of programs with

stated targets or criteria, The team leader has a significant role to play in

aiding the institution's leadership in its evaluation efforts. Because of its

importance and complexity, evaluation is the subject of an entire chapter

Chapter VIIIin this Guide.



Planning for Project Termination
Institution-building projects aim to achieve a state in which external as-sistance will be unnecessary. Termination of such assistance should he in-cluded in the initial planning of a project. external help, if undu!:. prolonged,can attenuate the development of an irs' itution.
The ending of a particular external assistance project should not meanan end to exchanges between the host institution and sister institutions inother lands. On the contrary, firm linkages should be established long be-fore external assistance is terminated. Such linkages perform certain functionswhich are similar to those of external assistance agencies, but their characteris different. Transnational linkages enable an institution to give as well asto receive.
In the 1970's, new arrangements for transnational linkages are emerging.The informed advisor needs to be aware of them. One type involves net-works of functionally-related institutions. Fur example, an Asian Associationof Agricultural Colleges and Universities, spanning the area from Turkey toKorea, was formed in May 1972. Another new type of linkage involves oneor more institutions in a more-developed country and similar institutions inless-developed countries, which link themselves in joint research, exchangingpersonnel for their respective benefit. For a further discussion of such col-laborative research arrangements, see Research Networks, an AID publicationin the Technical Assistance Guidance Series, issued by the Methodology Divi-sion of the Bureau for Technical Assistance. Other similar linkages alreadyexist in the form of international and regional professional associations, andof specialized international research institutions.



Chapter IV

THE TEAM LEADER AS MANAGEROF EXTERNAL RESOURCES

The resources provided to a host institution by. an external assistanceagency include, first, the professional or advisory inputthe team leaderand his team. Usually this input is complemented by the provision also oftraining and commodities. Institutional staff (or candidates for staff posi-tions) are often sent out of the host country for training. Commoditiesor equipmentdifferent
external assistance agencies use different termsstrengthen the host institution by making available to it instruments, books,tools, machinery and other operational items.

The external assistance agency often has a different perspective on aproject than the host institution or the host government (who may them-selves not see eye to eye). These differences may concern the priorities ofthe project, project components, or the time -frame of external assistance.They may become explicit when the project is being planned or reviewed;at other times, they may be implicit.
The team leader should consider the host institution's viewpoints withboth empathy and detachmentfor his is the function of advising his host-institution colleagues both on institution-building and on how external as-sistance can best support that effort. His opinions and advice may besolicited when the host institution deals with other host-government agencies ornegotiates with the external assistance agency.
There are interrelationships and trade-offs among the various kinds ofexternal assistance because of the limits on the financial resources avail-able. The assistance agency usually determines, early in the life of a project,the over-all price tag which it is willing to attach to it similarly, the hostgovernment and institution are limited -in what they can spend. Withinthese parameters some trade-offs are possible in support of those optionswhich seem most effective for institution-building. External assistanceagencies tend to maximize the professional input into institution-buildingprojects; professionals have potentially more impact than commodities orexternal training programs. Further, once commodities are delivered, theyate in place and cannot be taken back if not properly utilized. When

37
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training has been provided, it cannot be retracted.

Host institutions, on the other hand, often prefer to place greater em-

phasis on commodity inputs into a project, since they obviate the need

to use the institution's own hudget for needed purchases. They sometimes

perceive the training component less in terms of institution-building--that

is, the opportunity to train new leaders for the institutionthan in terms

of rewarding loyal staff members with a year of study abroad. Host institu-

tions sometimes view foreign advisors as expensive when compared with

commodities or training slots.

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE APPLICATION
OF EXTERNAL RESOURCES

Foreign professionals, commodities and training each affect different

aspects of the host institution and are significant at different stages of its

development. Implicit in each of these components is the element of infor-

mation; advisors are only as useful as the skills and information they are

able to impart. Training programs must provide both skills and information

to those who participate in them, and equipment must give the host insti-

tution that minimum of physical plant which enables foreign professionals

to work effectively with their host colleagues.

The following suggestions are intended to provoke thinking on the part

of both host-institution leaders and the team leader, and to help generate a

dialogue between them.

The Phasing of Advisors

The pattern for assigning advisors will vary considerably from project to

project depending on a number of factors, including whether the host in-

stitution is a newly created or an established one. Some of the differences

likely to exist in these two types of situations are discussed in the following

two sections.

New Institutions
In the c se of a new institution, advisory staff members are usually asked

to apply their professional skills to helping develop a necessary cadre of

able operational personnel in the institution. In such cases, the host colleagues

to whom they are assigned normally have already acquired the basic techni-

cal skills required but need enhancement of their abilities, mainly in man-

agement and program-planning. For instance, a foreign advisor might need

to assist his host colleague, already a trained animal scientist, in applying

his knowledge of animal husbandry to the operational problems of a live-

stock breeding station, the advisor providing a mixture of technical and non-

technical (i.e., managerial) skills.

One option which needs to be considered is the matter of on-the-job

skill transfers as against such transfers which occur away from the institu-
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tion, either in host-country training centers or abroad. Institution-buildingrequires a broad combination of technological and managerial abilities forwhich training may not be obtainable on the job, even when a highly-qualified foreign professional is present. For one thing, the demand% madeby a developing institution on the time of its staff may cause the forfeitureof training time.

A second important variable is the degree to which the team should par-ticipate in operational rather than purely advisory functions. During theearly phase of an institution's life, when significant amounts of staff timeare likely to be spent in training activities, the demand on foreign expertsto play roles other than advisory ones is usually high. They may be askedto substitute for staff members absent for training or to provide skills whichthe host institution has not yet developed. When this happens, the institu-tion's leadership must make certain that a schedule exists for the disinvolve-ment of the alien experts from operational duties and that both' their ownstaff and the foreign advisors understand this schedule. In each such case,the foreigner clearly must revert to advisory duties as soon as the incumbentreturns or the institution's staff has. developed the necessary skills. Whenan incumbent returns, he should find a foreign advisor ready to assist himprofessionally during this period of readjustment.Both an institution's leadership and team members are often tempted tocast the latter into operational roles for more prolonged periods than arereally needed. The expert himself is quite likely to enjoy an operational rolemore than a purely advisory one with its less active stance and vicariousachievements. However, it is vital to the institution-building process that-advisor remain advisor and that operations be handled by the regular staffof an organization.

Established Institutions
Foreign advisors are increasingly assigned to established institutions towork on managerial

improvements rather than being ass:gned to help createa new institution from scratch. This phase of institution-building usuallycalls for relatively smaller contingents of resident experts; additional inputscan be provided by specialists who join a team for brief periods. This ap-proach is also useful during the phasing-out of external assistance. Afterthe resident team has been withdrawn, necessary additional advisory func-tions can be performed through periodic visits from specialists.Assistance to established institutions differs from aid to newly-started onesnot only in the number but also in the type of advisors required. New insti-tutions need foreign experts who are qualified in many facets of their profes-sion and who can deal with a variety of problems. Established institutionsusually call for experts who are highly competent in the relatively narrowsegment of the technology with which they will be expected to help decisive-ly during their stay.
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In order to meet some specialized assistance needs, the intermittent pres-

ence of a highly-qualified specialist may be preferable to his assignment on

one protracted tour of duty. During the specialist's absences, his staff col-

league can put his own competence to the test. The scheduled return of the

expert then provides a. target date before which certain tasks must be com-

pleted.
After external assistance has been phased out completely, a host institu-

tion may still wish to obtain, from time to time, the advice and technical

guidance of qualified foreign specialists. This further input of foreign ex-

pertise. is of course, a proper additional investment in institution-building

but it may have to be financed by the institution itself, or through some

other source, rather than by the agency which supported the original tech-

nical assistance.

Realistic Levels of Commodity Support

Appropriate commodity support is usually required for a technical as-

sistance effort and is often, in monetary terms, an expensive input into

institution-buildingexpensive both for the host institution and the external

assistance agency. Its proper programm;ng involves many dilemmas. The

history of external assistance abounds with illustrations of the supplying of

the wrong kinds and quantities of commodities, yet it is impossible to set

forth definitive guidelines on how to provide commodity support appropriately.

Ideally, commodities should be so ordered as to arrive when the ap-

propriate advisory skill is present to help install them and initiate their

use, and when the appropriate staff members of the receiving institution

have had such training as they need to make optimal use of the commodities.

The equipment available to an institution must be adequate to enable it to

implement its programs properly and to function technologically. Some of

this equipment will be obtained by the institution from its own resources and

through host-governmet.t channels; some of it, in some cages much of it,

will be provided by the external assistance agency. The guidelines presented

here apply to all equipment, regardless of source.

How much use an institution will obtain from its equipment depends on

three factors; technological appropriateness, cultural or environmental ap-

propriateness, and the physical life-span of the equipment.

Technological Appropriateness

The equipment provided should be at a technical level appropriate to the

host institution, its staff and its program. A particular model or specifica-

tion must be selected with a particular institution or program in mind, not

in terms of what a similar institution in another country has available or is

using.
Equipment selection is a complex matter, in that it involves not only

practical considerations but also matters of personal and institutional pride.



Any institution derives prestige in part through the equipment it has avail-able for its use, and no institutional leader wants to see his institution haveless than the latest and best for either use or display. Arid there may besome merit to the claim that advanced equipment encourages a staff to"think big" and in innovative terms, and stimulates them to acquire newskills commensurate with the equipment at their disposal.
At the same time, equipment that will not be used efficiently is a wasteof resources an institution cannot afford. The price of the latest and bestmodel may equal the cost of three units of the model that was latestand best five years earlier, And, if three units will serve an institution'sneeds better than a single unit, even with extra features, the older modelswill be the better investment. In less-developed countries, equipment thatmeets their needs should not be considered obsolete simply because some-thing better has appeared on the market. Though it may sometimes be ap-propriate to pay a premium for psychological reasons, the amount of thepremium an institution can afford to pay requires careful consideration.

Another criterion that needs to be applied to decisions concerning equip-ment relates not to the institution but to its clientele, An institution equippedat a technological level far above that of its clientele may be handicappedin its ability to introduce change. For example, providing an agriculturalresearch station with enough tractors to till all of its experimental anddemonstration plots may appear efficient. But if the farmers in the area arestill at the hand-tool and ox-drawn-plow stage, they may attribute everyagricultural success at the station to the tractors and dismiss all instructionabout proper seeds and fertilizer. Similarly, a country's teachers mayreject a highly-effective approach to science teaching if their introductionto it was made with complex and costly audio-visual equipment that ishelpful but not essential and which is not available to them. By its veryvisibility, equipment draws attention to itself and away from the principlesthat the institution is really trying to promote.
The local economic situation should also influence such decisions. In

technically-advanced countries, the labor-saving aspects of machinery areamong its most attractive features; hardware is cheaper than wages. But inless-developed countries underemployment is virtually endemic and labor-saving devices are not so attractive. Thus, calculating machines whichreplace 40 clerks or tractors that replace 40 unskilled workers might wellbe perceived as displacing individuals who would otherwise still be em-ployed. Of course, equipment which performs tasks that no number ofhuman beings Aran accomplish is quite different. For instance, one x-raymachine can "see" things which no number of laboratory technicians cansee. Some farm machinery facilitates double cropping and actually increasesemploymel,e.
The acquisition of most equipment implies the regular availability of other



inputs, less expensive perhaps Iva essential. These requrre a trustworthy sup.

ply system, hethe management and service time. Some equipment may

need special physical space for its proper installation. An electronic data-

prOCeSsItlL: for example. may require for its operation not only

tapes. cards and electricity of very steady voltage and cycle, but also special

flooring and air-conditioned enclosures. In selecting equipment. not only the

specific item but the total system alleging its use must be considered.

Cultural and Environmental Appropriateness

In the choice of equipment, specific attention must be given to natural

or physical Lharacterisics such as prevailing temperature, rain-fall and

humidity, the availability and purity of water, the composition of soils,

the passibility of roads, etc.

More subtle influences on the selection of equipment or commodities are

exerted by cultural factors, such as the managerial practices that often

determine how effectively a given item will actually be used. For example,

in some less-developed countries a strict system of accountability governs

the use of library books. The "librarian" is not a trained professional but

rather a kind of custodial employee who has charge of the library's mate-

rials. Ile is personally responsible for the safekeeping of every volume, and

may be unwilling to allow anyone save his supervisors to borrow books, or

even to have access to the room in which they are kept. Similar restrictions

may affect the use of scientific equipment such as microscopes. Those who

decide that an institution should acquire such equipment, or install a library,

must ascertain that it will he managed in a manner to permit use. At the

same time, provision must be made for its safekeeping.

Physical Lifetime

The expected lifetime of a commodity, which is a standard criterion ap-

plied everywhere by purchasing agents, takes on special significance for a

technical assistance project. The institution faces an adjustment period after

the assistance ends, and the need to replace substantial amounts of worn-

out equipment can be a major jolt to its budget.

The life of equipment depends not only on the kind bought bt.c also on

the skill of its operators and the care they exercise, and on the wear and

tear it may suffer through lack of preventive maintenance. The question of

whether to provide a ministry of agriculture with tractors of a given type,

for example, should take into account their relative ease of maintenance and

the availability of parts. Perhaps the best solution to these problems is the

establishment of a linkage to a supplier who can provide both maintenance

and parts, since the creation within the aided institution of a maintenance

capability may result in relatively poor maintenance as well as a drain on

the institution's resources.
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The Collection, Analysis and Application of InformationEvery institution requires information of many different kinds on whichto base decisions about its doctrine. programs and relationships. Some ofthis information comes from within tIk institution. duals with internal per-formance and is transmitted upward to intermediate ankl top managers. In-formation generated externally deals with the environment and how theinstitution may affect it or be affected by it. Information is sometimes man-agerial in nattire, sometimes technical.
To obtain the kinds of information it needs, management must first de-sign an information system which responds to its priorities. What do leadersand staff need to know? Usually. far more information is available thancan be absorbed and applied. An effective information system is selective,provides material that is needed and keeps out the rest, and is commensuratewith an institution's priorities and resources.
In many less-developed countries. managerial patterns tend to impose oninstitutional staffs onerous requirements for frequent reports. In manycases, the aim is to impose administrative discipline rather than obtain in-formation. Frequently the burden of reporting is such that it serves neithera control nor an information purpose. Either officials and technicians havehardly any time in which to do their actual work, or they are driven to thequick preparation of reports that are more fiction than fa.-t. A deviceneglected in many less-developed countries is that of the staff meeting, atwhich officials can informally share information with their colleagues andsupervisors.

Another frequently encountered rattern is the routing of nearly all in-formation to top leadership rather than directly to the subordinates whoshould act on it. Too much information goes to the top not only becauseof reluctance to delegate authority but also because of the unwillingness ofsubordinates to take responsibility for sifting out and diverting material thatappears to be irrelevant.

The team leader can play a significant role in the improvement of theinformation process. His usefulness and that of his team members stemsfrom their professional experience in similar institutions elsewhere, includingearlie: involvement, formally or informally, in information management.They may also be able to create technological and scientific informationlinkages between an institution and similar organizations abroad. Externalassistance may he able to provide funds for the acqui<ition of some spe-cialized foreign periodicals and hooks.

Lastly, the team and its leader may he able to provide personal examplesin their own working methods of a style of informationsharing which, in-formal and functional, contrasts with the existing style in the institution.



THE TEAM LEADER AS ADMINISTRATOR
The cum has ai.ln, administrative responsibilitieS. %Om(' of them

na_criging. others large} routine. Most ot thcse tit:frt. t4 (I With
I 11

tilt.' .L aft% of !ht.. ai.an.ics to %ch., h h: 1. :t1-..11,:b1c. 1 le nut.

pCit C himsclf slou0 by their slowness. too tightic gorned IN their

manifold regulations. This aspect of his work may well be the one which

n.i.ist taxes his patience
11,..catise his administratice resp.nsibilims are so clos,1% affected 1w regu-

lations and ',meant ran( 111..rns, the team lead( r should come to know

the legal N1211.01.41 ot 11:s /10%1 111.t111114)1i dud the tittltl.rl procedures to

which it is subicct .cith respc.sz to budgc.t pLrsonnel mstems.

Lou:n.11,110\ for iunds and equipment, 1k will also need to know

sonkthing about in.ort rezniHions, which affect both project lOMM011itieS

.11),i ibis personal Ltfuts of his team, an,1 about regulations pertaining to

trace! In .1111.1 ;iit t., the kountry 1,%' foreigners and nationals. The regulations

and leg:slatne r.fuirements un.kr which the external assistance agency °per-

m,: also artiest Ihs tidal office project officcr, and the staff of the host

institution. 1/4_0) help the team kader ttht,llIl .111SWerS to SlICh

The 1C.,r1 it...t.ier must also be familiar with the reguhtions of his home

institwii,n and those spelkd out in the contract bout:cm it and the external

assistucc. agency. the project agreunent and other understandaigs

between the assistame amtity and the host gosernment must also be well-

known to the team leader.
The tram leader mar appropriately involve some of his team members in

certain aspects of the managerial side of his work, and may also he able

to recruit an administratite staff locally.

Project Design and Redesign

Though stated policy more and more emphasizes the role of the team

leader in the design of institution-budding projects. he should be aware that

reality has not entirely caught up with this desirable end. The degree to

which a tram luder is involved in project dcsign or redesign will vary with

each situation.
lhe team leader assigned to .1 project begun earlier may find that, initial-

ly. at least. he is expected to continue and not significantly to alter the

proiect's ,oursc. The Lxtet to which he will be able t i modify that course

will tic:rend inaoly on his acquiring the trust of the many officials whose

approval of change is needed.

The team leader mar initially pei.eixe project design as an interesting

administratice titnoion and an exercise of high professional skill. Though

such skill will be called into play with resput to the interactions and require-

ments 'it the ots agencies insolsc. protect design an often be tedious.

In large measure. the tcani leader will tend tha: the administrative

aspects of project design are tied to the various milestones of resource man-



agement: ends of fiscal years. renewals of the home institution's agreementwith the external assistance agency. legislative ;rol, in both host and homecountries. Crises of various sorts are also insolvocl. This pro gratnroingcalendar will be further complicated when the assistance agents. the host
institution and the home institution operate on the basis of different fiscal
rears and require separate reports and projections. each reflecting different
fiscal regulations and budgeting systems.

Since the emphasis in :nstitution-building projects is on the long run. theteam leader will also find that each of the agencies involved expects himto be able to forecast with considerable accuracy . lie will be expected tocome up with multi -rear projections of needed resources. staffing patternsand training schedules despite the fact that each of these may be alteredby unforeseen circumstances within a few months.
When the team leader is asked by the host institution to collaborate inpreparing its submissions to a ministry or budgetary agency, he should makesure that vital decisions are made by the host agency and not by himself.
Project design or redesign must also he responsiNe to policy guidelines

which are promulgated by the host government or the assistance agency.Some of these may have broad impact on project objectives and operations.An illustration of a basic and far-reaching directixe ("for AID-supportedprojectsl is the Administrator's Policy Determination. Empiiii,non and In.
cook Diaributton Objectives for Pr,gramf am! Pobeic i. October 2.1972. it stresses that mission programs. which often affect employment andincome distribution. should give greater attention to these factors and providefeasible measures thai sill help alleviate pressing problems in these areas.

Progress Monitoring
Progress monitoring -- checking to make sure that inputs are on scheduleand that outputs are being produced according to plan -is another key re-sponsibility of the team leader.

Partly because of the distances insolvedthe distance of the project fromthe, home institution and from the external assistance agency's headquarters,from points at which host-institution staff are being trained, and from thesources from which commodttics arc being obtainedthe team leader willfind that the projection of every time element must be gehemus. and thateven then delays will occur. This is especially true in the procurement of
commodities and, to a lesser degree. with training.

Each delay in the delivery of commodity mar trigger other delays con-cerning which the team leader ought to take acti. in. For example, if new gen-erators for a power plant are not delivered on schedule, the training of thepersonnel who are to operate and maintain the generators may be affected.Or. if the new hylnd seed arrico: in damaged condition. a whole plantingseason may be missed, thus affectiog both planned inputs and outputs. Sim-
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ilarly, if the rcturn of a trainee from study abroad is delayed because he

fell ill during the srrin! scut ster and had to make up his work during the

summer, the departure or anThor trainee may be delayed.

tr41:1 T1* Cf a i.r;c t may also sugeest remedid .Lotion that can

be taken to forcstall other similar occurrences. Planning based on project re-

views may be able to thy effects of procedural inefficiencies on the

pert of anv of the in sto to ions in e oly

In any case. the team leader should make the institutions cooperating in

his proied aware immydiately of the limiting implications which every delay

in input or (\tair carries w ith

There is a dose relationship betuy.cn progress monitoring and project

(.%.1111.1:it,r1: the latter is the subject of Chapter VIII. For many projects of

the Ap.ncy i..r lim.ruation tl DoLlopment. especially those conducted under

itl -Instituri.:nal deyciorment ageeement. -a special type of arrangement

bowuen .1 In me institution and AID- .in annual review is held, an exer-

CAM: Whit h WoilltiirIng progress with prolect evaluation. The an-

nual resit t!i key format occasion on which AID discharges its policy

and administratie re.poosiNlities for seeing that a project's management

meets AID'', reiluirtments for accountability. At the annual review, staff

papers drawn up fol the otsasion. !Ind reports and other documents pre-

pared throughout the yea arc discussed. developments during the previous

year are examated and plans and expectations for the coming twelve

months arc Niurt.1 Though the team leader has key responsibilities in the

stheluling and organiiing of annual reviews, he is not the principal partici-

pant at these meetmgs, in which representatives of the host institution, the

host scot ernment, the iontrading organizations and the external assistance

agency participate More and more, annual reviews cast the host institu-

tion .1, the rin..:pal iontributor to discussions which analyze a project and

blueprint its eYolutin

The Administration of the Team

The te.ltn leader will he inyolved in administrative matters relating to the

hir :ng. salary-. promotii n. rt tirenwiit. transfer. etc., of his team members.

In large measure these .tre not yinered in this Guitit since they have to do

With the spe,ifi, pi-3,o. es of the home Institution Special aspects of team

adinimsiration 'bleb r..fLt the nature of the technical assistance environ-

ment .ire disy-ussed iii ( hapter V.

Practice varies consideriblv with roped to the allocation. of responsibili-

ties for :1w housekeyp.u,:.ispeds a team operations. But the current tendency

is to make da40-d.v, operations independent of the external assistance

agency Tosser Are now housed in the external assistance field office.

They tath:.r hay e their c-ffit yra:c entirely on the premises of the host insti-

tution. Or they ha%c desk and study space there as well as a rented office of

their own elsewhere. Fewer teams now obtain %chides for local use through



an external assistance agent motor pool: transportation requirements are meteither by host-institution vehicles or through the use of commercial cabs andtrucks, or possibly the team may acquire its own vehitle.. Supportive gmicesto team members and their families are also shifting away from the as-sistance agency field office to the team or the host institution: for examplethe rental and maintenance of private dwellings, nonofficial transportation, etc.The team leader will need a.clear picture of what services and supporthe can expect from the external assistance agency, his home institution andthe host institution, respecively, and assurance that he will obtain fromone or another ,1 these organi'iations the necessary resources to acquiregoods or services that will not he furnished in kind.
This does not mean that the team leader must assume all the housekeeping

responsibilities which others no longer provide to the team. Some of theseburdens should desolve on team members themselves, with appropriate localassistance.
When a team leader leases premises for the team office, or engages localpersonnel for administrative or other pu he should make sure that heis fully informed about local regul.ni, s pertaining to the rental of realestate to foreigners and the employmen of personnel by foreign organiza-tions. The assistance agency field of f << and the host institution will beable to guide him in this respect.



Chapter V

THE TEAM LEADER AND THE TEAM

The need of team members for advice and support will exist in bothprofessional and off-the-job contexts. They and their family members mayexpect the team leader to help them solve problems which they wouldnever bring to their supervisors at home. The external assistance agency, thehost government and the host institution, as well as the home institution,not only hold the team leader responsible for the professional performanceof his team but also expect him to supportor to restrainhis team familyin the off-the-job environment.

SELECTION Of TEAM MEMBERS
The size and composition of the team will affect the character and style ofthe team leader's dealings with it. A team whose members all come from thesame country generally poses fewer professional problems than an interna-tional one. For example, a team fielded by the United Nations may be com-posed of members from different countries who have a wide variety of pro-fessional backgrounds. Obviously, these two teams require different stylesof team leadership.
Only rarely is a team leader appointed early enough to help prepare, inconsultation with host-institution officials, the initial staffing plan and posi-tion descriptions. The degree to which he and host-institution officials par-ticipate in selection of candidates for membership on the team also varies.The team leader may find himself confronted with the task of guiding hisassigned team members in spite of the fact that he himself would not havechosen them.

Clear guidelines for the selection of team members have yet to be de-veloped, but there is general agreement on some of the desirable characteris-tics to be sought. The professional qualifications of the candidatethose de-grees and achievements which look so impressive on resumesate im-portant, but the personality of the applicant matters at least as much. Theability to establish constructive personal relationships with professionals ofanother country and culture is paramount. Traits such as egotism, over-
aggressiveness, indifference, passivity, inflexibility and lack of moderation,

49
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which impair an individual's effectiveness in his own culture. become intol-

erable in the technical assistance environment. Every team member must also

have managerial talents which, in the normal exercise of his profession at

home, he might not need to the same degree. Ability to delegate responsi-

bility (but without personally shirking it) and to use his influence bene-

ficially and with tact, readiness to operate within the constraints of es-

tablished policythese are highly desirable characteristics.

As for professional qualifications, the days are gone when such a vacuum

of professional know-how existed in many less-developed countries that even

mediocre advisors were able to out-perform their host-country colleagues.

Now a foreign expert must give constant evidence of a high standard of

professional excellence. displaying both intensive knowledge of his subject-

matter and extensive understanding of its appropriate application in develop-

mental and institutionbuilding situations.

The characteristics of the members of .m." advisor's family who will ac-

company him must also he considered. In external- assistance jobs, the dividing

line between office and home environments is u .sally quite thin. The family

of the professional can play a supportive role in his adjustment to his for-

eign assignment, or they can he a cause of anxiety and embarrassment which

can interfere with his work.

Some external assistance agencies conduct home interviews while an appli-

cant is under consideration. Whatever problems beset a professional and his

family in their home environment will probably accompany them to their as-

signment in ,mother country, where they may actually he magnified. Not

only the professional but also his family must be able to relocate psychologi-

cally as well as physically. and live comfortably under the disciplines imposed

on foreigners in their host country.

In general it is much more difficult to evaluate family and personality

factors than to assess professional competence. Among negative factors are

such problems as drinking, drug abuse. immaturity, financial or other irre-

sponsibility, disciplinary difficulties with juveniles. etc. On the positive side

arc family solidarity. intellectual curiosity on the part of family members

about life in another culture, readiness to put up with what may seem to he

hardships, and the like.

Assessment of a family's qualifications is easier when candidates from the

home institution are involved, since the candidate and his family are already

known. However, officials concerned with selection must remember that

they are evaluating a family in terms of their potential for adjustment to a

quite different setting.

An important element in the screening process should be "self-selection."

The candidate and his family should be given an opportunity to learn the re-

quirements of the position and its environment, and to assess themselves in

relation to these An extremely candid briefing which will let the candidate
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and his family make up their minds about their own suitability may he thesingle most useful screening device yet developed.

GUIDING TEAM MEMBERS
The team leader must so guide his team that the impact of their collabora-tive efforts is greater than the sum of their individual, achievements. Teammembers need this guidance even though professionalltt competent in theirown fields.

Orientation after Arrival
The fact that a particular team member is: coming will he known to hishost-institution colleagues. Often some of these may el:Net a contribu-tion to their work practically upon his arrival. .Yet the newcomer should hegiven enough time to get settled. Resting up from the trip itself is especi-ally called for when drastic changes in time-zones, climate or altitude are in-volved.

Although a new team member may he eager to get started in his work. heshould be encouraged to tend to his home affairs first, to such matters asunpacking, getting settled in a house, obtaining his hearings geograph-ically and culturally, enrolling the children in school. He should receiveguidance in all these from his team colleagues and their families already inresidence. Among the subjects covered by such guidance should he localbeliefs and mores.

Activities with Host Staff Members
Following this initial period, the new team member should he inte-grated into the institution as an effective staff member. He should be coun-seled by both institution leaders and the team leader about the professional

development of his colleagues. He should meet these colleagues as soon aspossible, and give them an opportunity to introduce him to his work. Theteam leader may previously have consulted with these colleagues in identify-ing the tasks which the newcomer might undertake first, which in some casesmay not be in the same area in which he will work later.
His initial assignment should be something which the newcomer can dowell, which is risibly effective, and which is relatively independent ofspecific local factors. He might teach a special class, engage in some type ofresearch, or begin to set up a demonstration of a new type of technology or anew approach which the institution believes potentially useful.

Institution-Building with Management
The primary objective of a technical assistance team must be to help build

institutional capability rather that, to produce an institution's end products.As productive as many activities requested of team members may be, the
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team must focus on the institution-budding aim, and it is a team leader's

duct to guide and orchestrate his team's work in this respect.

A team member is usually responsible for keeping all relevant staff mern-

bers informed about his technical specialty. and these may in,lude a depart-

ment or section head. The team leader can contribute to this transfer of

information by sustaining an environment in which an expert and his col-

leagues can carry on a dialogue about different courses of action with respect

to problems. discussing these without embarrassment to either side. The en-

vironmelt necessary for such interaction depends partly on establishing the

working credentials of team members with host-institution officials. Also de-

sirable is some sort of forum in which team members can seek guidance and

share in nuking plans and decisions in the light of broad institutional ob-

jectives and doctrine. In these and other ways, a team leader welds his team

together into a unified force for institution-building.
The team leader will be the primary contact with the senior leaders of

the host institution. but he will want to solicit the views and perspectives

of his team members and on occasion have them join him in consultations

with senior leadership. In contacts with the institution's top management,

team members should express coherent and consistent views about their

project as a whole as it relates to the institution, rather than concern only

with their particular segment. This requires that the team leader continu-

ously keep team members informed about the strategies and procedures

which are under consideration. Though the team leader's role is uniquely

important, he is not a "lone wolf." He is the senior pilot, but he does not

fly solo.

Developing Institutional Linkages

The team leader and members will meet business and community leaders

as well as senior members of the host government in the course of their pro.

fessional or social life. As foreigners they occupy a special place in the com-

munity and have access to personalities who may not be available to their

host.mstitutit II colleagues. Such encounters, if tactfully handled. represent

opportunities to assist in the development of appropriate linkages between

the host institution and its environment. However, they can also represent

traps into which the incautious foreigner can inadvertently fall, with serious

consequences for the entire project.
A foreign advisor should not presume to speak pa. his host institution.

though he may speak about it. He should never present himself as a prime

mover in the institution-building effort, but instead make clear his advisory

position. He may appropriately express the doctrinal views which he knows

the institution's leaders to hold, but he must be careful not to he drawn into

the kind of political or doctrinal discussion from which a foreigner should

always disqualify himself. He should be informative; he should never be-

come partisan. He must be aware that he is ignorant of a complex political
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and historical background. Above all, he should not criticize host officials.To illustrate, there was the case of the foreign advisor who in the courseof a cocktail-party conversation with a member of the national legislature ofhis country of assignment complained about a certain cabinet minister with
whom the advisor had had dealings . only to learn from the member ofparliament that he and the cabinet minister were half-brothers (they didnot share a common family name). Fortunately, both the parliamentarian andthe cabinet minister were men of unusual sophistication and charity, whowere able to laugh off the foreigner's foolishness rather than make an issueof it, Howeer, the conversation did not produce additional support forthe project.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF
TEAM MEMBERS

Implicit in a team leader's responsibilities. both for institution-building
and for the effectiseness of his team, should be his concern for his teammembers' standing in their professions. At least come of the steps whichwill enhance the professional development of team members are supportivealso of the professionalization of the host institution's staff, and can helpmake the institution itself an exciting place for all who are associated with it.For foreign adisors, technical assistance work provides its own kinds ofprofessional satisfactions and rewards: opportunities to meet challenges notencountered at home; experience in the application of a profescoinal dis-cipline or of scientific knowledge in a different cultural and geographic set-ting: opportunities to influence institutional policy and development-connected decisions at a level comparatively higher than is possible in thehome institution

Yet such experiences may not provide the type of professional and careerrewards to which a technical assistance practitioner may feel entitled. Hemar find. as others have found. that his evaluators at home consider histechnical assistance involvement to have less professional substance than the"normal" employment pattern. This is a risk which team leader and teammember alike must take. -.and a risk about which they may well feel concern.They shoi,ld strive to continue their professional growth, keeping up withchanges in their respectie disciplines. The team leader's management of histeam can relieve some of these concerns. though not fully. for it is his para-mount responsibility to make sure that his crew of advisors give their priorityeffort to the requirements of the project.
The problem of keeping up with professional developments is one whichthe foreign advisor share, with his host-institution colleagues. Many less-developed countries are remir.ed from the mainstream of scientific andtechr innovation: otherwise they would not need technical as-sistance. The team leader should arrange an appropriate flow of profes.
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sional literature to his team members. If this material is directed to the

host institution's library. it can be shared alike by the institution's staff

and their advisors. Together with the leadership of the institution the

team leader may he able to organize kitures, conferences, seminars, even

short courses. to benefit his team as well as the entire professional com-

munity at his post. These activities should focus on the illumination which

a particular professional discipline can throw on some of the problems

faced by the institution.
In some less-developed countries relevant professional organizations exist.

Where sio not. foreign advisors may he able to serve as catalysts to

bring them into being. Another useful professional activity is research

and the publication of :.search findings. A foreign advisor may have an

opportunity to do worthwhile research on problems related to his project,

often in areas to which his fellow professionals at home simply have no

access. Such a professional endeavor can be additionally related to his ad-

visory responsiblities if it is carried out in collaboration with a fellow

professional from the host country, and published jointly.

Attendance at international technical or scientific conferences may bene-

fit both staff colleague and team member and also be pertinent to the

project. Other profession-building activities for team members include teach-

ing at a local university and brief leaves of absence from their regular

assignments for special research or writing. Of course, these activities

should be arranged in cooperation with the institution's leaders and receive

their approval. and whenever appropriate should involve at least one of

the advisor's host colleagues.

The team leader should make sure that his team members receive recog-

nition from the home institution and the external assistance agency for

each .of the activities suggested above, and that they are taken into ac-

count in the assessment of a team member's performance. This may still

not fully eliminate the "professional re-entry" problem. but it will help.

EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF
TEAM MEMBERS

A team leader has responsibility for evaluating the performance of his

team members. Assignments in another country tend to bring the team

leader into especially close touch with the personal as well as the pro-

fessional lives of team members and the evaluative procedures employed

will reflect this closer relationship. Appropriate standards of performance

may be developed jointly by the team leader and member shortly after the

latter's arrival.
The evaluation method applied by the team leader may be that used by

the home institution for its own staff. If this is the case, the team leader

should adapt the criteria used in order to cover professional factors and
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situations unique to the team members' foreign assignment. He mustwrite his ...valuation so it will be meaningful to officials who may hatno first-hand knowledge of the setting and what it requires both pro-fessionally and personally, Evaluation of a team member's performante mustbe made within the framework of his assignment and the limitations im-posed upon him.

THE TEAM LEADER AND THE OFF-THE-JOB
ENVIRONMENT

The team leader's role includes functions which resemble those of ascoutmaster or a chaperone. Most of these involve his responsibility forthe well-being of team members and their families.
At the same time, the icam leader is also responsible for the publicbehavior of team members and their dependents in the off-the-job environ-ment. Some team leaders find that in the course of a series of assignmentsthey need never intervene as disciplinarians. However, because some teamleaders have encountered situations in which such intervention was re-quired, the possibility is mentioned here.

Foreigners working in a less-developed country are subject to the laws,regulations and expectations of the host country, of their own country, andof the external assistance agency. Some of these affect the day-to-daylives of all associated with the team. In addition, of course, team membersmust take into account the mores of the host country and the sensitivitiesnot only of their professional colleagues, who arc largely members of theeducated, Westernized element of the host country, but also of others theycome in contact with, from storekeepers to peddlers, from neighbors toservants, from friends to persons they encounter on the streets.

Living Arrangements
Basic standards concerning the provision of goods or services to teammembers generally seek a balance between levels of living totally out of pro-portion to those prevailing on the local scene and those which would makean assignment unattractive, excessively difficult or even hazardous. Thetrend in this regard was discussed in the section on "The Administrationof the Team" in Chapter IV,
Animosities or tensions may on occasion arise because of housing ar-rangements. Where housing allowances arc provided, they may not coverall expenses. Allowances reflect an approximation of the a% crape costs ofrent and utilities: the householder may have to supplement them from hissalary. just as he must pay for all housing costs when he is in his owncountry. Where residences are assigned, the team member should understandthat this method has usually been adopted as the most practical way toavoid the bidding up of rents by pitting renter against renter.
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Once the team leader has seen to the reception and settling-in of a new

team member and his family, his involvement with the comfort of that

family should rapidly diminish. At the same time, he must be mindful of

the fact that even competent adults from the more-developed countries

often find themselves entirely removed from the mechanisms of self-reli-

ance they have established in their own cultural setting. If a window-pane

breaks, or the refrigerator light gives out, there may be no hardware store

for the team member to run to as he would at home. The team leader will

need to display his sympathetic understanding on behalf of his flock. But

somewhere there is a dividing line between acceptable dependence and un-

acceptable helplessness, and the team leader should not allow himself to be

cast in the role of nursemaid.

To the degree possible, the team leader should delegate responsibility for

house-and-perquisite matters to his locally-hired administrative staff, who

can find their way among local customs and regulations much better than

a foreigner can. At the same time, he must guide them by giving them

standards for making decisions, and should review their work with them

frequently.

Laws and Regulations

An earlier chapter mentioned that a team leader must become familiar

with those legal and regulatory requirements which apply to the project on

one level and to team members and their families on another, It is also his

responsibility to make sure that team members and their families observe

the spirit as well as the letter of these requirements. Many of them place

restrictions on day-to-day transactions which are not regulated in the

foreigner's home setting. The post report and officials of the assistance

agency field office or of the diplomatic mission from his home country are

sources of information to which a team leader should refer. Figure 5 provides

illustrative examples of the regulations in force in many countries.

Foreigners attached to technical assistance programs are generally liable

in all respects under civil and criminal law. They can expect no immunity

from: traffic regulations, laws governing the employment of domestic or

office personnel, sales taxes, or regulations pertaining to debts they may

incur. They are expected to adhere to the strictest legal and moral standards

in both their personal and official conduct, and can expect no leniency

because they are foreigners.

In particular, the use of his automobile may involve the team member

in a variety of legal complications resulting from traffic violations or ac-

cidents. The team leader should make sure that his team members are

covered by appropriate insurance, and that they and the members of their

families know what do do in case they are involved in a vehicular mishap

of any kind. In some settings, it is highly desirable that a host-country
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Figure 5. Illustrative Requirements Imposed by HostCountry
Laws and Regulations

VISAS AND OTHER PERMITS
Visa to enter c'.jntry. Visa or permit to emain in country. Visa or

permit to leave country (on official or personal travel). Visa to re-enter
country. Special permit to visit outlying areas. Special papers for
vehicle used to cross border in either direction. Special permit for vehicle
operator to drive across border. Permit to cross border at a Particular
point. Special identification card for foreign residents. Drivers license.

License for possession of certain items, e.g., radio, camera. firearms.
Permit for domestic servant to be employed in foreigner's home.

Papers authorizing employment of domestic ser:ant and regulating
servant's conditions of employment and employer's liabilities and re-
sponsibilities.

CURRENCY REGULATIONS

Restriction on national currency brought into or taken out of country,in cash, bills or financial documents. Restriction on foreign currency')rought into or taken out of country, in cash, bills, travellers' checks.
Restrictions on exchange of foreign currency into national currency: fixed

rates of exchange; exchange at designated institutions only.

IMPORT AND EXPORT REGULATIONS
Customs duties or all or some items brought into country upon arrival,or thereafter, including items shipped in through postal service. (Agree-ment between host government and assistance agency may exempt tech-

nical assistance personnel from some of these.) Restrictions on importof certain items, e.g., alcoholic beverages, weapons, certain printedmatter. Regulation of import or export of pet animals, plants, etc.
Restriction on re-sale within country of items brought into country undercustoms exemption. Restriction on types of automobiles that may beimported. Restrictions on taking out of the country of certain items,e.g., objects of artistic or archeological interest. Customs duties on
some items acquired in country when these are taken out.

driver be engaged for any vehicle, official or personal, and that team mem-
bers, no matter how adept with automobiles, resist the temptation to drive
themselves. Not only will the local driver know the roads to take, but
he is best able to avoid the extreme complications that may follow a traffic
accident. In many cases, he is also a useful interpreter and a competent
guide.

Emergencies
There are occasions when a team leader must cope with emergency

situations: the serious injury, illness or death of a team member or a member
of his family; the .ffect of a natural disaster or a civic disorder; or
the serious involvement of a member of his official family in a criminal
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matter. He may have received prior guidance from the external assistance

agency field office on how to handle such matters. In any esti% when

such emergencies arise, he may appropriately turn for guidance and as-

sistance to officials of the assistance agency or to consular officers ha% ink;

jurisdiction over himself and his team members. In fad, these are nutters

which he would best not try to handle by himself. Soon after his arrival,

the team leader should get acquainted with those consular ffi0:..cers and

hostcountry officials with whom he may have to deal if an emergency

should occur.



Chapter VI

THE TEAM LEADER AND EXTERNAL AGENCIES

Three entities besides the host institution and the team of foreign pro-
fessionals are partners in the institution-building project' for which they
provide resources. These are the host government, the external assistanceagency and the advisors' home institution. On many matters they deal di-
rectly with each other. However, they each call on the team leader for in-
formation and guidance, and in some ways view him as performing serviceson their behalf. In turn, the team leader requires the support of each. The
services which he provides these agencies and the support he obtains from
them reflect in large measure the mutual arrangements and expectationsthey have established among themselves. In general, emphasis in the 1970'sis on collaborative relationships, with easy communications among team leader,
hostcountry entities, assistance agency and home institution.

THE EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE AGENCY AND
THE HOST GOVERNMENT

Within the host government only a limited number of ministries or de-
partments concern the team leader. Foremost is the ministry of which the
host institution is a sub-unit. Of nearly equal importance is the unit with
coordinating and planning responsibility for all external assistance receivedby the country. This unit is sometimes within the ministry of foreign at-
fairs, sometimes a separate planning ministry, and sometimes a part of the
ministry of finance. In any event, the finance ministry is the source of
budgetary support for the host institution and the conduit for the foreign fi-
nancial assistance it receives. Certain other ministries may also be involved
because of a given project's substantive or technological aspects. For in-
stance, a medical school under the ministry of education is also of interest tothe ministry of health. From time to time, the national or a state legislature
or a judicial or regulatory body may have some special interest in a project.

In dealing with these agencies, as well as with host-government units
whose policies and regulations affect the team leader and his team in termsof their personal status as aliens, the team leader should be aware that ten-sions, rivalries and differences over various questions, important or trivial,
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may exist among such ad.ninistrative moms. He may find that one agenev

disapproves of activities another agency permits, and that some inquiries

or requests .1N shunted from office to of h.-, but .wse of lack of accord over

applicable policies or laws.

If the external assistance agent.) has .1 field office in the country of the

team's assignment. it is this unit (e.g., the L'SAID mission) which is

the reference point for the team leader in his dealings w'th the agency. The

prime contact between team leader and tield office will not he at the

level of the field office's chief (e.g.. the director of the l!SAID mission).

but will be with the project officer. himself a career official of the ex-

ternal assistance agency. He will poibably be- a man who carries primari-

ly policy-making and administrative responsibilities, though often he is

himself a professional ut the same tedIllulOgic.11 area as the team.

The project officer, in turn, is responsible to the field office director, to

whom he will refer significant issues. lie also has his own ont aits with

host-government units that affect, or are affected hr. the project. though

he relics on the team to be the principal link with the host institution itself.

Both the external assistance agency and the agencies of the host govern-

ment with which the team leader must de il arc official. bureaucratic,

hierarchical units. They are staffed by person!, :I who see the project as only

part of their work. Host-government officials have other current develop-

mental and administrative concerns; for the assistance agency the project is

part of a broader program of development assistance. They must balance the

interests of a particular project with those of other projects. The ability of

both governments to keep resources flowing to the host institution may stif-

fer because of legislative and administrative problems unrelated to the

host institution or the project. Both host-country and assistance-agency of-

ficials may have a much longer ins olvemeot in the project than the team

leader; Figure 6 shows a typical sequence and pattern of interactions.

Liaison Functions of the Team Leader

All those in his task emit-tome:it expet the team leader to act

liaison between themselves and various others. As far as the assistance

agency is concerned. the team leader is its principal agent in its effort to

assist a given institution. He is recognized as the foreigner most knowledge-

able about the institution -its problems. needs and progress. He is assumed

to have easy access to and good rapport with its leaders. At times, this

view of him can lead to the assumption that he is not objective but partisan.

not only to the team (and hence also the home institute in) but to the host

institution itself. Some external assistance agenc field officials May be grati.

fied by the forceful support he gives to the institution's views. Other of-

ficials, critical of the project. may challenge th team leader in his alleged

advocate's role and attempt to impose their own views,
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Figure 6. interactions and Respective Roles of Host Governmentand External Assistance Agency in an Institution-Build-ing Project

Host Government
External Assistance Agency

Designs basic de-velopment plan for
country. idea tifytim technology gaps
and potential sources (4 a.d.
Jointly agree on the conditions of technical cooperation programs. Agree-ment defines mutual re- vonsinilities. Also generally provides for privilegesand immunities of techriLai ca-..p...ration peisoi.nc, conaitices under whichtechnical assistance commodities and equipment may be brought into thecountry. etc.

May offer technical assistance to
national planning body. Responds
to requests in relation to own re-
sources, capabilities, policies. Con-
sults with other external assistance
agencies.

Studies a specific: problem area and
formulates a proposed technical as
sistance project.

Carefully studies specific proposals
for assistance, sometimes by means
of a formai pre-project survey, con-
ducted in collaboration with host
government and often involving
potential or proposed -intermedi-
ary" (contractor).

Project agreement spells out the nature of the protect, its scope, phasingand respective inputs. Project agreement may be for the life of the projector for a shorter period, e.g.. a fiscal year.
Makes available to project a variety
of resources (usually scarce ones
and objects of competition among
various priorities). official and non-
official persons: budgetary support
in local currency (sometimes also
foreign exchange). buildings and
maintenance; etc.

Using either its own personnel or
personnel obtained from other en.
tities under contractual arrange-
ments, the assistance agency helps
to implement the project by provid
ing the external components.

Creates preconditions for the insti-
tutionalization of the technology re-
ceived and its further diffusion :n
hurt country. These may include:
appropriate legislation or admins.
trative regulations: improved chan-
nels of communication; new or
improved systc,,os or delivery of
governmental services: and remedial
steps to mitigate the impact of the
new technology.

Prepares project for phaseout.
Helps institution cement transna.
tional linkages.

Periodically, host government and assistance agency participate in evalua-tions of a project's progress toward the goals and purposes to which it isaddressed, followed by periodic planning exercises to re.chart the futureof the project in the I.ght of current and past events
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Similar ambivalence about the team leader may exist on the host-country

side. Some officials may see him as an extension of the external assistance

agency. and o erlook that he is not employed directly by the assistance

agency. cannot speak for it, and represents a professional v!ewpoinr ex-

ternal to it. Some may question his close identification with their own

compatriots in the host institution. seeing him as a foreign expert tem-

poratily in a supportive position to the institution's leadership but still an

alien whose primary lo,alty must be to other foreigners rather than to the

institution. Still other host. vuntre. officials may see him. though a foreigner,

as a -front- or mouthpiece for :he institution. In the host-country ad-

ministration, toe.. there may be diergent views about the importance or

constructiveness of the instztution budding effort: its partisans maw hail

the it-am leader and promote his 'dews. while its opponents may Seek to un-

dermine his work and influence.

To play his coordinative role, the:efore, the team leader must early give

clear evidence of where he stands. He must demonstrate. above all, his per-

sonal and prole:wo w! independent, and integrity. He must show over and

over again, to his fellow foreigners and to his hostcountr contacts, that

he is his own man, Cut Ale iews he expresses are his own and reflect his

professional iudgment. must make it clear that although he serves as a

liaison ageru. reporting the rositions of one gr,,up in* officials to another, he

retains the prerogatice of independent thinking.

Most of the time: the team leader will make use of his liaison function

to prepare the ground for decisions, and to follow up matters already de-

cided. He is an expediter, a catalyst. Not being part of the several bureaucra-

cies which surround the project. he can seek shortcuts through red tape.

When an °Metal. percei ing the independence of view of the team leader,

tries to Cotain object's e information from him, the team leader must

feel free to express himself. but at thi: sann: time make sure he does not

undercut the positions cif others whose support the project requires.

The !cam leader's liaison role is partieulark significant in the context of

behavioral patterns which stress the .voidance of confrontation between

principals in any transacti.:n and the use of nw:rmediaries in order to

acheve harmonization of pt.rpf,ses. Such p tterns exist in many less-de-

%doped countries. The team leader. in such contexts, may become a har-

monizer of views between different individuals, who then do not lose face by

manifestly hacking away from original positions

Bolstering his liaison effectiveness is the ability of a foreigner to have

access to different layers of a hierarchical structure. He can move through

an institution's sertical channels of communication, carrying messages from

one admitustratice level to another, and also reporting across organization

lines. At times the team leader mar Lice the dilemma of whether to short-

circuit the existing system of communication in this manner or to refuse
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this message-bearing role lest his repeated assumption of it slow down thedevelopment of internal communication channels, a vital part of institu-
tion-building.

The tLain Lader may also he calk,' upon to attend formal meetings, for
example between officials of the external assistance agency and those ofthe ministry sponsoring the institution-building project. Though he mayphysically arrive at such a conference with officials of the host institutionor the assistance agency. he should not consider himself part of eithergroup. It is prior to the formal meeting, when positions are being shaped,and after the meeting. when its over-all decisions are discussed further,
that the team leader should he most active in expressing his views.

Each of the organizations with which he deals--for which he acts asliaison agentmay try at times to convince the team leader that it hasthe power to make or break his project, and seek to enlist him as a firmand overt supporter. He should resist such blandishments. He serves best theinterests of all with whom he deals, including the host institution, by pre-serving his integrity and independence.

Other Transactions
The team leader will have to transact official business with the external

assistance agency and with host-government entities, being placed at varioustimes in the role ofa client of each.

With the Host Government
Normally, a team leader's official contacts with various host-govern-

ment agencies will concern support for his team, and he will ordinarily
make these contacts through the host institution or with the direct involve-ment of its officials, depending on local circumstances and on the wishesof the host-institution officials involved.

Many of the transactions which place the team leader in a client role willdeal with the housekeeping functions of the team and the team leader'ssupport of the non-professional needs of his team members. For manyof these transactions, a supporting letter from a host-institution official maynot only expedite matters but also be required. The team leader may alsocount on obtaining advice and guidance in these matters from the as-sistance agency field office.

With the External Assistance Agency
To the maximum degree possible, transactions with the external assistance

agency which pertain directly to the project should be handled by the hostinstitution, though quite possibly with the team leader's participation. Forinstance, the preparation and submission of requests- for the training of
host-institution personnel, or for spec ific commodities, are best prepared by
host-institution officials with the advice of the team leader. The team leader
may be helpful in speeding up their processing, but he must remember
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that the ability of the host institution to deal directly with the assistance

agency is often a mark of its institutional and administrative maturity.

An amendment to the basic project agreement (many agreements re-

quire annual revision) is a major milestone in the implementation schedule of

the assistance agency. In these negotiations, the team leader plays a con-

sultative role with respect to both parties. He should make sure that no de-

tails have been overl000ked, no requirements left unconsidered, and that

planned inputs by both sides under the project agreement satisfy the tech-

nical and other requirements of his team.

The general trend is to place with the advisory team many of the re-

sponsibilities for training and the procurement of commodities earlier han-

dled by the assistance agency. See Chapter IV for a discussion of com-

modities, and Chapter VII on training.

THE HOME INSTITUTION

The team leader is the spokesman in the field for the home institution.

The operational implications of this function are limited, because many of

the policy decisions made by the home institution with respect to the

project may be made without his direct involvement.

The home-institution coordinator is the link between the team leader and

the home institution. Some universities give such an official the rank of

dean, while in others this responsibility is lodged at a lower administrative

level. In U.S. Government agencies with which AID has a participating

agency service agreement (PAsA), the coordinating function is usually

-entrusted to i unit with wider international responsibilities. Usually the as-

sistance agency's project officer uses either the team leader or an appropri-

ate official at his headquarters as his link to the home institution.

The team leader must encourage the involvement of responsible individ-

uals throughout his home institution with the successful prosecution of the

project and their commitment to it. One obvious tactic in generating such

support on the part, say, of a department head in the home institution

is to invite him to visit the project with a view to his becoming sufficiently

interested to assume responsibility for the technical structuring of the pro-

gram in his particular discipline. This will provide a useful technical

input and may bring about a continuing concern on the part of the depart-

ment head with the activity which he helped design.

Collaborative activities between the host institution and the home institu-

tion may also yield stronger support from the latter. Most professional

people are happy to engage in an exchange of technical information, to

design collaborative research exercises, to help promote an exchange of

students or junior staff members, or in other ways to broaden their profes-

sional contacts. Such activities will bring the host-institution staff into rela-

tionship with professionals outside their own country, and may lay the
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groundwork for cc atinuing exchanges long after the technical assistanceproject has ended.
Lastly, each team member should be encouraged to develop relationshipsbetween himself and the host institution that may persist after the end of hisforeign assignment. Once he has returned to his home institution, he mayengage in research or teaching which continues to link him to the host insti-tution and to his former colleagues.

The External Assistance Agency and the Home Institution
Relationships between the home institution and the assistance agency areoften far wider than the particular project to which the team leader is at-tached. The home institution's role as an implementing agent of assistanceprojects may go back many years, and may have taken place in a numberof countries. It is useful for the team leader to knim of this past history,of the home institution's successes and failures elsewhere, and of itsimage among assistance-agency officials. He can also benefit from contactswith other home-institution team leaders concurrently serving with otherprojects. The team leader will find that he benefits or suffers from earlierexperiences, happy or unhappy, which the home institution, the assistance

agency and the team have had with each other. For some team leadersan important task, early in the course of assignment, is to reconcile theseparties to each other.
The team leader may take for granted that both his home institution andthe assistance agency seek the successful completion of the institution-building project, but he may find that this means different things to eachof them. They may differ significantly as to the time-frame of and the re-source allocations to the venture; about doctrinal and programmatic as-pects of the institution; and about the methodology to be applied.

The Team and the Home Institution
Team members will look upon the team leader as their chief intermediarywith the home institution, though many of them may also maintain theirown informal contacts with their colleagues at the home institution, particu-larly with friends there who hold administrative positions. Certain officialsof the home institution, too, may establish their own informal communica-tions with individual team members. No firm pattern for such communica-tions exists.
Each team leader normally is aware of his prerogatives with respectto team personnel: to promote, reward or censure. Usually he has writteninstructions on these matters.
In connection with recruitment of team members, the team leader mustkeep the home-institution coordinator informed of staffing requirementswell in advance of their occurrence. Even when a long-range staffing projec-tion has been worked out, it will be affected by all manner of changed
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circumstances. Since home-institution staff cannot he taken summarily

from their normal duties to satisfy a project's needs, considerable lead time

is required if a coordinator is to keep a project supplied with the best pos-

sible professional staff the home institution can muster. Moreover, units of

the home institution may resist hating their personnel assigned to a project

unless the team leader has successfully cultivated the chiefs of such units

and obtained their support for the project.

COMMUNICATIONS

The team leader is obligated to pros ide the home institution and the ex-

ternal assistance agency with accurate reports, program documents, publicity

materials and other communications. Some of these he will he required

to submit periodically, while others he will initiate on his own. Many of

them will sere, in addition to other purposes. as material for the annual

project review.
In all official communications, and in large measure in unofficial ones

as well, a team leader should he mindful of organizational channels and

adhere to them.

Reports

A team leader's reports and other communications tell the story of what

happened to resources committed earlier, diagnose discrepancies between

past expectations and current status, and thus make possible the forecast of

future requirements and the timing of project completion. Some of his re-

ports respond to requirements of the assistance agency. The team leader

first submits these reports to his project officer, who transmits them to

higher officials of the assistance agency field office and to its headquarters.

Other reports will be submitted to the home-institution coordinator, who

distributes them within that organization. The team leader may also he re-

quired to submit written reports to officials of the host institution; normally,

however, much of his reporting to them about the project, his team and other

matters for which he is responsible may be done verbally.

Usually it is the host institution rather than the team leader which reports

to other host-government agencies about the institution-building effort. How-

ever, the team leader may be asked to collaborate with the host institution's

officials in the preparation of their reports, and to draft sections dealing

with the external resources available to the project.

Report-writing can be a chore or it can be looked upon as a creative

exercise in organizational communications. Though many reports require

that a specified format or outline be followed, there yet is room for origi-

nality. A good report differentiates between fact and opinion, highlights

important points, provides supportive details, and uses charts, maps and

phot graphs where appropriate. The team leader should keep in mind, when
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drafting reports. that they will be read by many different officials of theaddressee organization, each of whom will weigh them according to hisparticular interests. Fach of these officials has responsibility for some pieceof the action, and the team leader's reports are often the principal source ofinformation on which they must rely.
Many formal reports read as though they were briefs written by alawyer defending his client. There is a temptation to search hard for suc-cesses to write about, no matter how small or insignificant they may be,and 'to hide difficulties or failures, no matter how large. under mounds ofprose. But a team leader establishes his professional objectivity and his per-sonal credibility by balanced and accurate reporting. He should state thefacts fully and describe significant developments, positive and negative; hecan add such explanatory material as he believes pertinent but he shouldnot offer apologies. He. in turn, has a right to expect that his readers will ac-cept negative developments, mistakes and disappointments in the same ob-jective, professional manner; he must not be made to feel that he will hepenalized for being honest in his reporting.

Formal reports are best considered as chapters in a continuing story. Theydeal with the basic processes of institution-building, the influences which af-fect the rate of development, the strategies that have been attempted, themix of inputs that has been used, and the rationale for continuance orchange. It would be very instructive for a team leader to spend a few hoursfrom time to time reading past reports on his own project. He might alsolook at a series of reports on some other project to !cam about theproblems encountered by others and attempts to solve them.

Informal Communications
Apart from the periodic reports which he is required to submit, a teamleader is at liberty to communicate in other wars, ranging from additional

reports to informal letters, with those whom he wishes to inform of particu-lar developments. His freedom to communicate is circumscribed only bythe requirement to stay within appropriate communication channels. It iscourteous to provide the project officer or home-institution coordinator withinformation copies of documents. Nothing can alienate a bureaucrat in anyorganization more effectively than being made to feel he is being by-passedor ignored.

Archival Materials
In addition to the periodic progress reports he submits to the assistanceagency or the home institution. the team leader should also send them sub-stantive reports. technical studies, or scientific analyses which are generatedby the host institution or the project itself and which will he of use to techni-cal-assistance planners and practitioners in years to come. Many external as-sistance agencies and universities are now aware of this very valuable
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source of information and are building up documentation centers or special

library collections on development. technical assistance. technological adap-

tation and diffusion, project histo,ies. and institution building. The AID

Reference Center at the headquarters of the 1. S Agency for International

Development i. an eNample of such a collection.

Face-to-Face Communications

In regular meetings with the project officer, the team leader should

review progress objectively, signalling current problems or those that may

lie ahead, and soliciting advice on how to handle difficulties. The team

leader should view his project officer as a colleague and professional asset.

date with whom he on he completely frank. A team leader who hides

reverses and obstacles undermines his own credibility, and thus impairs

the project officer's ability to provide him with all the support he needs. If a

decision is trld.ie which imposes requirements on either side or which may

later require translation into a contract or project agr..ement, it is best to

reduce this decision to writing soon after the meeting at which it was made.

This can be done in the form of a minute or a letter to the project officer.

Not only does this serve as a record, it also helps the project officer when

he follows up on the decision.

Periodically officials from the home institution or the external assistance

agency headquarters will visit the project. The team leader has a right to

ask that he he given adequate notice of such visits, to enable him ro prepare

for them and make them effectiee occasions for mutual consultation.

He should involve his hostinstitution colleagues and his team members to

a maximum extent in then: encounters.

From time tr Lime. ark: certainly when he takes home leave and at the

end of his assignment. the team leader will meet at the home institution

with its officials. These consultations are invaluable occasions for the

exchange of information and the soliciting of support. The team leader

should he certain that when he visits the home institution's offices he include

in lus rounds everyone who has a right to expect such a call. He should

invite the coordinator to be present at some of these meetings, while others

he may attend alone but with the knowledge of the coordinator.

The agreement between the external assistance agency and the home

institution may spell out the intervals at which the team leader is permitted

to come home for consultation. Irrespective of this, he may appropriately

take the initiative and, with the support of his project officer, request au-

thorization for a trip to his home institution whetmer he feels that project

developments make such a consultation necessary.

Publicity Materials

Public information about technical assistance projects is a part of the

fundamental right of the general public to know what is being dune with
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resources that come from them. In this connection, relevant questionsare: What has actually been accomplished? What have been the benefitsof the project for both countries involved? What is the significance of theproject, now and in the future? Appropriate publicity about a project asan external assistance senture and an example of intergovernmental col-laboration is always needed. Such publicity will be useful to the host insti-tution, the assistance agency. the home institution and the team itself--each for its own purposes. All of them depend in one way or another onpublic support. Team members also benefit professionally from having theirnames and activities mentioned in press and magazine stories and fromhas ink; the project they are engaged in more widely known. ( Publicity as apart of the institution-building effort has already been mentioned in Chap-ter II.)

Publicity materials require a different style than the formal reports whichthc: team Ivalur must prepare. Though such reports may serve as sourcematerials for publicity, he should not assume that the agency which re-ceives them will take the mitiati.e in seeing that they are publicized.Periodic newsletters, distributed both in the host country and at home,can usefully serve to describe the team's work in personalized terms. Theycan usually be prepared inexpensively yet he made attractive to variousgroups of readers, both official and unofficial ( including the families ofteam members).
Perhaps one e a year a team leader may want to enlist the help of histeam in preparing a small booklet or brochure about the project and theinstitution to which it is assigned. This brochure. which should contain pho-tographs as well as specifics about the project's exact location, can not onlyserve the publicit% needs of the home institution and the assistance agencybut can also provide useful information for visitors to the host country.The leadership of the host institution and the team leader will have todecide the extent to which they wane to encourage visitors to come and seethe institution. Official visitors will arrise in any event: the degree to whichtourists should be encouraged to visit the project is another matter. In anycase, an information kit might be put together by the team leader and hishostinstitution colleagues. containing charts. graphs and tables which tellthe story of the aims of the institution and the project, what has been ac-complished, and what is proposed. It should make clear the collaborativenature of the endeavor. Without suth a kit. visitors may see only buildings,laboratories or other installations without understanding what the institu-tion and the project are really about.

Professional magazines and journals and home-town newspapers are often media for publicity about a team's work. The subject-matter of theproject. its technologically innovative features, instances of successful adap-tation of the to lmologe of one society to the needs of anodic,. make goodreading for fellow professionals. Newspapers serving a specific geographi.
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cal area like to receive news of sons and daughters of the region who are

doing good work elsewhere. The in-house newspaper of the home institution

is also interested in the team's activities.

OTHER ASSISTANCE AGENCIES

Projects of other assistance organizationsinternational, regional, pri-

vate, and the bilateral programs of other governmentsmay have a direct

bearing on the team leader's work. The possibility of coordination to avoid

duplication and obtain appropriate linkages with other assistance activities

should be explored with the project officer as well as with the leaders of

the host institution. In any event, the team leader should be cognizant of

what other international and regional development-assistance programs are

doing in the host country, and what other external ass; `ante resources may

become available.
More and more, international and regional organizations and the gov-

ernmental and non-governmental assistance
agencies of many countries ac-

cept the desirability of maintaining dialogues with ea,.:1 other as well as

with host governments. Development assistance requires multilateral col-

laboration, not competition. The team leader of the 1970's must keep in

touch with his total assistance environment.



Chapter VII

TRAINING

In one sense the team leader and his team are constantly involved intraining. The very nature of their institution-building assignment gives themthe opportunity daily to pass on knowledge, attitudes, analytical ap-proaches and management know-how. The type of training discussed inthis chapter, on the other is structured and formal, consisting of sched-uled individual or group training for the staff of the host institution.
This type of training emphasizes the preparation of individuals for thespecific purpose of developing the institution to which 'hey will he at-tached. Training will not bring these returns unless the institution's leader-ship is actively involved in designing and carrying out a training strategywhich is based on analysis of current staff resources and expected futurerequirements, both technological and managerial. This strategy must in-clude criteria and means for identifying training needs in an organizationand selecting its most promising individuals to receive training. Such astrategy should also include a reintewation phase for persons returning tothe institution t rom protracted training abroad.

Broadly speaking. training strata,,, parallels the over-all strategy of theinstitution-building project, especially in terms of leadership and staff. Suchstrategy might emphasize broad managerial training for senior leaders catthe institution, teehnical training, ;.up-dating" or combinations of these.
The te,- .1 leader. appropriately supported by members of his team,plays a major role by helping the host institution design a training strategyand by coordinating it with the external assistance agency, the home insti-tution and such other agencies as may be appropriate. He should try to be-come knowledgeal,le about training opportunities in fields of particularinterest to the host institution, including those offered by other assistanceagencies. Obviously, number and type of trained personnel already inthe country need to be taken into account. Since matters related to trainingmay take a considerable amount (if managerial time, the team leader ofan unusually large team might appropriately delegate some of his trainingresponsibiLties to one or more wan members.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING

Increasing attention is being given to training which focuses on leader-

ship for development institutions. A very large proportion of host-institu-

tion staff, though trained in a technological field and beginning their profes-

sional careers, will very likely be increasingly drawn into managerial

leadership as they rise through the ranks. For this reason, some administra-

tive and managerial studies should be added to most of the long-term

training programs to which such professionals are assigned.

Training in the team's home country may be the most popular type of

training, but sending the trainee to a third country, whose culture, language

and development problems are similar to those of his own, can often be more

effective in terms of cost, timing and the meeting of job requirements.

Training in the host country is gaining increasing acceptance as training

programs in less-developed countries continue to improve. The team could

do much to stimulate the development of such in-country opportunities.

Eventually, an institution must he able to replenish its staff without outside

assistance.
There are three basic types of individual training programs: academic,

on-the-job and observation. Any of these may be short-term or long-term.

An individual's program may include more than one type. For example,

short-term observation programs in the team's home country may be com-

bined with attendance at a special course or seminar in a third country.

Group training is often advantageous, especially in the case of observation

programs; several institutional leaders traveling together can exchange im-

pressions and evaluate experiences to their collective advantage. Groups

traveling together can also accommodate persons who do not speak a

foreign language, for whom other group members can interpret.

Uthatever the nature of the training, the trainee should be encouraged to

meet with the administrators and staffs of other institutions of the same

type as his own, to become acquainted with new technologies, and to

consider new ideas and techniques potentially useful to his own institution.

He should explore institutional doctrines elsewhere and develop a basis for

possible transnationi. linkages.

TRAINING RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
HOST COUNTRY

There is a growing belief among external assistance agencies that re-

sponsibility should be shifted to the less-developed countries themselves

for devising, overseeing and supporting some or all of the training their

professionals and sub-professionals need, whether in, country or abroad. Ex-

amples of national agencies charged with planning and implementing

training programs are the Instituto Colombiano de Credito Educativo y

Estudios Tecnicos en el Exterior (tcETEx) in Colombia, the Office of
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International Economic Cooperation in Turkey, and the Korean-American
Technical Cooperation Association in Korea. Where such agencies exist,the team leader and the host institution should, of course, utilize theirservices. Where such an agency does not exist, the team leader and otherforeign assistance managers should consider the possibility of encouraging
the formation of one.

Host-institution support for training abroad should include funds for in-ternational travel, maintenance of the trainee's salary, and a family allow-
ance. The team leader may be able to encourage the host institution to ac-cept increasing financial responsibility for the training of its own staff. Thiscan contribute to institution-building by starting a pattern of staff develop-
ment independent of the technical assistance project.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SUCCESSFUL
TRAINING PROGRAM

An initial step 4n planning a training program is to determine the com-petencies needed by an institution to achieve its goals. Emphasis should beon the functions to be performed by the institution and on the grouping ofthese functions in staff positionsnot on persons wishing to go abroad. Atraining plan that extends for the life of the assistance project, and beyondit, will help guard against temptations to accommodate personal ratherthan institutional needs. Such a plan should be reviewed periodically. Thetiming of training must be considered in relation to the efficient operationof the institution; it may be desirable to space absences for training
throughout the life of the assistance project.

There are a number of publications available from the Office of inter-national Training at AID Washington which will be useful to the teamleader and team members in planning and operating a training programfor participants: (a) IX relopment Trainin,. Guide: (b) Guidebook forPlacement of A.1.D. Participants in Academic Programs in the UnitedStates: and (c) Catdogs of Third Count?) Training Resources (one eachfor Africa, East tlie Near East and South Asia, and LatinAmerica). The Office of International Training also issues an annual reporton colleges and universities titled Tuition and Related Few and SchoolCalendar Dates.

Degree or Nott-Degree Training
One issue that frequently arises is whether or not a trainee shouldbe permitted to work toward a degree. The external assistance agency andthe team leader may see training in terms of the minimum inpdt of re-sources (including time) requirtd to satisfy a need of the institution. On theother hand, the trainee, and not infrequently his colleagues and superiorsat his own institution, may hold the view that formal credentials



are at least as important as training content. He sees the degree or diploma

a passport enabling its holder to inc- to a higher prolc.ssional and

micial plane.

ht. t..1111 lcadcr and other perm .n; c n urn,. d Stith :rain,ug should asscs,

the pros and on of training aimed toward a degree in the light of the

tramce's professional setting at home. If paper qualifications are important.

it may be prudent to provide them. even if only to gise the trainee a

htni chance to use lus skills in the context of increasing asponsi

Training at the Home Institution or Elsewhere

In institutionbuilding rroit.cts in which a team of everts from the same

academic 1I1,41:i/111.11 .111.11:d to a protect. the decision must he nude

who : her to tr.ou An hostinstitution staff at the home institution or whether

t4 disperse thorn Holm nstitut ion administratcrs and teachers will very

likely have knowledge of the project and he able to relate a training

program to :t ob!,.1tiN es. hty It ready communication with the team

leader. On the other hand, if all tr.unces are scut to the home institution,

her will receie the same set of approaches from both the foreign ad-

visors and the home-institution faculty, and mar not obtain a broad enough

perspec.tic e to be able to adapt what they learn to the needs of their own

agency. If there ,0 many trainees from the same country on campus,

they nut. cluster togither to the detriment of improsing their language

ability, and may avoid other contacts which would broaden their training

experience. Finally, the home institution mar be lenient in the academic

standards applied to "its" trainees. Some ways to minimize these disad-

vantages are: having p.trt of the training program at another school and

only part on the home -institution campus; scattering trainees in different

dormitorks: and setting up special trips to acquaint trainees with other

area and expose them to differing siewri,mts.

Another factor sometimes hears on the decision for or against training

at the home institution. When a new or radically transformed host insti-

tution is I king doctored. the association including camaraderie, stress

and interdependence that takes place over the months among a number of

trainees kept together as a group can solidify the friendships among this

informal group of -modernizers," who can later work together to shape

their institution.

Selection of Trainees

Many individuals may wish to be sent abroad for training courses, and

he neid may also be great. The team leader and tram members may be

helpful in suggesting and sa n.ening candidates but the final decision is

hot theirs. I Itimate responsibility lies with the host institution: usually

the assistance agency also has a voice in the process. Perhaps the most
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difficult decision in the selection of trainees arises when the best-qualified
candidate still falls short of minimum requirements. Another difficult de-cision in selection k presented bt prk-,urs to ,110,se incniber of .1family of a political figure even though he doe, not appear to qualify.
Although training 1se.ect.on eommittes are lit. Itil Ioth andprotection in such matters. .1 firm policy must be established at the outset
and followed Coereafter.

Individual Program Planning
The team leader and team members should orient prospective trainees

before they depart for study abroad. Returned trainees can also play an
important role in pre-departure orientation, especially if they know the
institution to which the trainees are being sent. Trainees should havea clear idea of the kind of training they are to recLixe aid how it will
contribute toward the goals of their institution.' They shout.' ,also understand
the nature of the mst t spi ,nsor's r sr011%iblittv for their training.

Orientation should also cover cultural factors, living conditions. and the
responsibilities of the trainee to his training institution,,, the tountry to
which he is assigned. and the assistance agency which supports him. Some
agencies, such as AID and the World Bank, have developed orientation guide-
lines and designed procedures that pr,yide useful backlround for such orien-
tation. A sound orientation prior to departure nuninutes later adjustment
problems. The training officer of the external assistance agency field office or
the project . well participate in orientation. Certain aspects of a
trainee's program require the direct involvement of the sponsoring ago and
its personnel can best speak about such things as itinerary. travel allowances,
modes of travel per diem, book and other allowances, etc.

Complementary Training Programs
Some assistance agencies provide trainees with opportunities to participate

in a variety of complementary programs :o broaden and enrich their techni-
cal training evrtnence: attendance at conferences and spektal workshops,
observation tours, and so forth. These programs must he arranged on an
individual basis and be in accord with the trainee's technical and professional
needs.

Language Considerations
In most cases, a trainee will he studying abroad in a language other

than his or her mother tongue. In some instances the project team may
have to take the in organizing .1 language training program to insure
that trainees arrive in a foreign country with an adequate knowledge of
the language in which they will be stu:hing. An alternative is to con-
sider greater use of training facilities in the host country itself or in
neighboring or third countries having the same or related lanTiat,es.
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NIONITORING DURING TRAINING

Th. v. tint sir7v ,:t I: tri bollt the It institution

and tit,
s.. to institt that

the relation of the tr.nrcc s am to he nccds the host itist aunt 11

is maintained. It is not unusual for a Is.:rtl. ipant to attempt to (hang his

course of in midstream. On 41, 1,%1111. the rt..t': \III. (miser...at. 4)r

.1T1 can lius:ast prof, ssor st.A.I. altci or 4.\11/4I'si ,tirse of study

%%about kn. :be 1,11( imye's own itl%!ittition.

Monitoring .t provram ;us ols us a on.q I., pattern of to:tumuli-

. attork amon. the tramce. the tcan: leader. the ti-aitic.c.'s insit itut ion. the

learn Leader's home institution, the tratinni.:, institution it it is different

from the I titer. .m d training oft), ads of the external ass..stnt e v

Thu resva.-.h pro;:sain of a trainee can serve both the needs of his

hme institotion the requirctitents of his formal c ousc lit studs. 1)0

tentul research subject, can often be idLttni iLd bt the traince.to-be and

those %silo ads 1.e Inv, .it (As fl intt.itt s Isefore his departure.

The pers:tial aTe;.t.: of a tramin.e in.( also require attention.

Supaatel 'r" to then- it lilies and from : bllegues. lis mg ttt

anothc.r possibly faced with lanizu.lizt. dill icititit.s, often competing

sc soutiger . some :

isrobit I, of

shit q* 1.111 r
r and ills host in

nntton's training officer intist trs to keep k ii to.,ch ith the rttax

.. le : lit IF Inn: scetli s fore tilt enanucr his physik al or

kkt i.o...r.dt traimii:4

RE-INTEGRATION IN HOST INSTITUTION

When a mimic ro urns front extt mitt! training abroad, he is usually

!::11 4 cittIrss;as;:i and rut tit; e e and suggestions

t n a: his kok und. r is. I nfortun tic Iv. a host institution Often

stun, uri tor the of mullet:. Mid MA' 141st.. ,nsierable

part of its In44'.41!It..nt it rc turnt e is agn,red. inappropr.atLiv assigned

sir nut ith host !las ili;ruu hts t7ansmoti back trom a foreign ens iron-

mot t to hi. h(wie Th.. proper utilization of a returned trainee's

noel% -.1.quired skills is the rtsi's'f'!,1I'llat 4if the instil iltinn's leaders, but

the forctg,n ad% isor has a mute intcrest in the 'tutor and may appro-

priately use his influeme with reie t tit It.

Much has been wrotcn about brain drain a ttu1 the t_e:. cc.t ,,in of trAineo,

and often :-troni..1y0.%rded 1,t( -tr.:11111; 1:10,1:1LTh 1cs1;ztled in order to

unsure that trainees return to th..11 I'. murk., and Institutions. The best

sulut tor. 1-1,., ever. he, in ing .1%44%111i i v.itivev. (it deledion. These

include a poor climate for proft.,00 11 develorment, kw financial and
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other compensation. and institutional employment policies which fail torecognize the enhanced value of trained personnel. Sometimes a returningtrainee with a new Ph.D. finds both hi. 1,4, and ,a1 ha?,2id,mar be the target of jealousy and polio, Al competition from his peers andeven his supervisors. Ad% aneement is withheld tu.til he is able to developpolitical strength and support. Not surprisingly, he begins to look elsewherefor increased re:ognition. responsibility and compen.ation. If he ,hanges hisposition but remains in his own country, his training will still benefit hiscountry'i development. but his original institution will he denied the ad-vantages of his skills.

It mar be difficult for institutional leadership to revise employmentand remuneration policies or introduce new ones because this usually re-quires legislative action or regulations promulgated hr .1 hi.,her-lekel goyern-ment unit. However, unless appropriate employment policies are adopted.the institunim mar stilt be trying to build a competent staff after tenor more years )f active training programs. The team leader who notesproblems in ,his area shi,old &sells. them with the leaders, of the hostinstitution and with the assistance agency.

FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION
Followup refers to a wide range of activities designed to keep Akethe enthusiasm and technical competence of trainees who have completedtheir formal professional training in connection with a doelopmnt proj-ect. These may include membership in alumni associations, newsletters.special events, contacts with professional societies. and arrangements where-by returned trainees themselves provide in-countr training to other pro-fessionals.

In planning follow-up activities, team members may want to make use ofthe directory of returned AID participants for the particular country towhich they are assigned. Such directories have now been prepared for 3scountries. Copies may be obtained through the training office of .t I 'SAIDmission or from the Office of International Training. All) \NThe evaluation of training is gaining inn reared attention. While thisart is still in its formative stages. an effort is being made to developevaluation systems which will provide information to help in the making ofcritical decisions regarding training activities.



Chapter VIII

PROJECT EVALUATION

Evaluation is increasingly important in the management of external as-sistance projects. Assistance agencies use it to guide the team. and the hostand the home institutions, with respect to a project's progress and future.Quite apart from its assistance aspects, evaluation as a managerial tech-nique is one of the sub-systems which the host institution needs to es-tablish in order to achieve institutional maturity. Increasingly. oaluationsinvolve not only officials and analysts of the assistance agency but alsohost-country officials. including the !cadets and staff of the host institu-
-

thin. In the 19-Ws the style of the evaluative process is collaborative.The team leader plays a major role in project evaluation. Ac the foreignermost familiar with the host institution, he can coordinate the interests ofits leaders with those of tin assistance agency and the home institutionin designing an evaluation. As manager of -available external resources, hehas a particular interest in applying evaluative findings to the project.As leader of the team and as an institution-building specialist, he cancontribute insights to every evaluation effort. At the same time, his appro-priate role is supportive, not primary.

THE DIMENSIONS OF EVALUATION
Gener411v speaking. the term "evaluation" embrace: three fundamentallydifferent types of assessment:

Performance appraisal. which focuses on the individual and hi: personalachievement:.
Management audit, which is concerned with effectiveness and economy inthe use of resources. with special reference to efficiency and conformanceapplicable regulations.
Impact assessment. which focuses on the changes brought about as a directresult of the project, and on the contributions that these changes make tobroader do elopment goals.

The team leader has occasion to participate in all three kinds of evaluationand all are important. This chapter conuentratts mainly on the techniquesof impact assessment, because aspects of the first two types of evaluation
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have been referred to in irevious chapters and because it poses the most

challenging methodological problems.
l'Aalcianons carried out after a protect is completed attempt to determine

what can be learned from its su,,es.es or talkies ,rder to improve

similar future projects. More useful to the team leader are periodic evaluations

while the project is st:ll veil much aline. lie should also seek out and study

the evaluations of earlier. similar projects. in order to profit from the guid-

ance they have to offer.
Evaluation studies can take place at various levels of management con-

cern. of iibtriation ',Lidding. and of specificity. One ecaluation might assess

the degree to which a newly reorganized agricultural training college suc-

ceeds :n modernizing the agricultural sector of the host country, while

another might focus only on the usefulness of training agronomists outside

the country, omitting other aspects of institution-building in the field of

agricultUre.
Ideally. every evaluation should be planned before a project begins.

This is because ,,Li; c aluition design consists mainly of spelling out a proj-

ect's aims in sufficiently precise terms that they can be assessed objec-

tively. Also. the work of .dl concerned with a project will be more effective

when its aims are well th,ught through in advance and defined precisely.

The very procf:ss of :artfully spe.ifying objectifies often reyeals some

shortcomings in project design that might otherwise !lace gone undetected.

A systematic procedure fur project planning and evaluation, termed "the

logical framework.- is described later in this chapter.

Despite these very real benefits, many individuals react em c.onally to an

evaluation as if it implied shortcomings in their own performance, and

feel themselves put on the defensive. It is part of management's responsi-

bility for evaluations to insure the appropriate psychological climate for their

success. The team leader should help explain the reasons for an evaluation

to host-country staff and team members. Both foreign professional experts

and their host-institution colleagues should perceive an evaluation as a pro-

cedure which will aid them in their work by pin-pointing ways to improve

prclious plans. Ealuations recognize that no plan can anticipate all prob-

lems. Consequently. their primary aim is to obtair* dues to improved future

operations from past experterkr, rather than to grade performances.

Also, some host-country officials and professionals mar resent evaluations

as foreign interference in their institutional affairs. Their ;oreign colleagues

must make sure that there is no misunderstanding of the nature of evalua-

tions in general or a specific esaluation in particular. This possible psycho-

logic al harrier one of the reasons why joint c valuations conducted

by host-country officials together w:th their ;reign colleagues ire far more

desirable tha:i un:Lver.t1 ines. The .valuations are conducted with the

full and equal participation of ail these who are engaged in a project.
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Moreover, such participation is most likely to lead to action to rare out
the changes indicated by evaluative findings.

Evaluations should result in a written record of decisions taken. Withthe concurrence of the leadership of the unit c% Altimed ( the entire institu-
tion, or a part thereof), the written record should note ass;gned responsi-
bilities and set a time-table for achieving the necessary changes. Note thatthis report need not be voluminous. It should be distributed to all those who
are to be involved in implementing the recommendations it contains. Furtherdistribution. to other management levels and other personnel, may stimu-
late additional and parallel decisions to :mprox e organization performance
through modifications over and above those specifically recommended.
Evaluations of institution-building projects also offer an opporti.mity to
assess an institution within its total environment, and to relate an external
assistance project to other developmental efforts receiving external support.

The team leader and the senior officials of the host institution can make
joint evaluation exercises occasions for transmitting relatively new concepts
of evaluation to a broad spectrum of the host institution's staff. They
should stress that evaluation is not only an administrative te-hnique for
institution-building but one which no modern institution can afford to he
without.

THE LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
The logical framework is an analytical tool useful both for project design

and for subsequent es aluations. De..ised for AID. ;s n(w used in ealuat-
ing all projects funded by that agency.

At the project-klesign stage. the logical framework helps a planner tosort out his own thinking, and to establish a fr imework covering the ap
pmpriate allocation of re:our:es. as well as ssi!de alto-fume ,,urses of
action. At later stages. it helps the evalt,..:or select indicators with which
to measure progress and. if prot-ress falls sluirt r ere tatwns ti 1. \ate
miscalculation., or identify complications originating outside the control ofthe project manai:ers. It is described in detail in Pi,.'ect F.t iludt.:,41
second edition. Fels 197s. a publication available on request cram the Office
of Program Meth,ds and Evaluati,,n. Ag,cncv for International Develt ment. A
brief summary follows:

The logical framework is based on the following three hypotheses. what
are useful for both project design and project evaluation:

1. The total resources applied to a project will be sufficient to produce
specified outputs by specified dates.

2. The production of specified outputs Ir.- specified dates will bring
about achievement of the prote -t's purposes.

3. Achievement of project purr.ses. together w:th other achievements



which lie outside the project. will bring about the attainment Of An

important tutii dee elcpment pial.

checkiniz whether the hypotheses are supported or rejected, analyses

must be made at fonr different level.. is shoe% n :11 1:i L.:tire and clis

cussed in the immediately following paragraphs.

Inputs are the good. and SC'll'IMS personnel, commodities, participant

training. etc.) provided by the cooperating country, the extern II assistance

agency and other donors with the expectation of producing specific out-

puts. The adequacy of these inputs can he checked by examining budgets.

sche1:iles. audits Anti Other types of managerial report,.

Outputs are the unmechate products of the project and are measured

by output targets. Examples of output targets Are the distribution of X

ton, of fcrtilizer XA tons in 1973 and 2X tons in 197s: or the

certification of Y teachers in 1973, YA teacher, 111 1974 and YB te.taters

IIl 19-5: or the opening of Z number of clinics in 19-4. IA in 19-s, etc.

Purposes are measured by changes in certain conditions that project out-

puts affect. A: a result of the above increase in f;:rtilizer di.tribution. one

might expect a change in cereal production; as a result of the certification

of more teacher., one might expect a change in literati statistics: .cs A con.

se:quince- of additional clinics. one might expect a change in the practice of

bir:h control.
Outputs .art 'duced for their own sake but to solve some problem.

Often th-ir impact is somewhat outside the span of control of those who

manage a project. who can provide the fertilizer, the teachers and the clinics

but cannot assure their effective utilization to produce positive change. The

purpose of a project is only a step. a means. toward reaching the goal.

If the project ;Alice es its purpose. it will have intributed to the goal but

this achievement is not a guarantee that the _goal will be met. since it depends

on other endeavors as well.

Goals are- broad deielopmental changes in economic or social conditions

or trends in the host country. as em): mment polio.. Their

achievement depends on the SUCLCSS of many proia., and on the congru-

ence of a number of beneficial Idctors, sum- of which may 1-e d:pendent

on changes in societal norms and behavior. Examples of goal; are 5ell-sul-

ficiencr in ,ereal production. the effective elimmarion of famme. wide-

spread adult literacy. broader adult participation in nat;onal political life,

er the attainment of .1 population vowt. compatible with national resources.

Since evalc..ction studies arc conducted to gain Answc N to specific mana

genii .,iestions. they must ok..i wi:h the efficieney. effeeto coils, and ,ig-

nificancc of .t given management concern. This concern c..:1 he a project,

a plea- of A pi, ielt, Xf011p111:: of projects, or a whole ,ountry program.

Efficiene c% the manayi isle nt of re.ciuto-, the relationship be-

tween results and costs. It asks whether the same output, might not it
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Figure 7. The Logical Structure of
A Technical Assistance Project

ASSUMPTIONS
ABOUT

LINKAGES LINKAGE TARGETS

O.

OBJECTIVELY
VERIFIABLE
INDICATORS

*11 If Purpose, then Goal

F

**If Outputs, then Purpose

C

ffto If Inputs, then Outputs

Budget and
Schedule

Adapted from Project Evaluation Guidelines. M.O. 1028.1. Supplement I.
Second edition. February, 1973.



achieved more theaplv. 4)t- whether more outputs oiuld be obtained front the '

sank inputs. Questions of t tfic.MICV arc always important in a world of scarce

resource; and great needs. But effitient v alone o an Ile vet be taken as a

mitt, olio ::;st te,linicai a:sista:4e

Effeditentsx nie.tsurc..N ahethtr target: are [wing .1.e cd, whether a

protect is %witting it, intended outputs. The ratlimale seeking the out-

puts nu% not be ineluded 111 sueh an evaluation. Reasons fur su.tess and

finr shortfall should be identified be et aluators.

Significant,' assesses the .It tree l hie h the outputs of a project con-

trl,n.t... to the hots; tountrtN de% l'11)11M. ill or 10 Other broad 140a11, and the

extent their impast. While utt.et tit eilesS InC,Istlfei the project internally.

,i,:t,11..anee et diuti:s It in its broader settiniz. 1:flettiveness might ask, "Is

the li. ti It established direetorate of fertilizers successful in getting X tons

)t" d!stri:,ined to ariners Signilleante ask:: -To what degree

are those X (or more than X. or less) tons of fertilizer furthet'ng the goal

tVistW.: produatun!"

pr matrix I, .1 in del or form which 'wninar'zes statements of the

od. rurpe. "utrult. and inputs of project. anti the measurements or indi-

caNws utuch mi4ht he plied in order to etaluate them. Figure 8 is an ex-

ati.t It 4 Lk h htpothetital project

Th priae, rropi...al and proiett appraisal .1,4 uments used by the Agent v

for him-national Detvlopment a: part of its programming process utilize the

log:, al framt work for the .tnalsis of projects. both at the design and cvalua

thin phase. (See Appendix for further details on AID program documenta-

n-n.)
Because of these close conceptual links between project design and etalua-

tion. those who formulate and plan a pnijett help t, shape its later etalutions.

If the designers forecast probable outputs and changes in societal conditions

ttlmh the proiel t t, 1:kc.11 to at hie\ e. the et alLutitius should he generally fa-

orahl.... prott.kd that the impktnent.ttion protccd. Nallonably Hell, But if the

dcsiL:ners sihi unit, to the temptatiim n set urge:, ter% high. so as to impress

those who inu:t alio, it re., itirCei to the project, the inetitable shortfalls in

tar;:et Ahiecement %till. et en it all pies tell. re:ult later in less fa%orable

t Annum,. tsitiiI, the logical framework appraill. an evaluation as.esses each

t a.z.mist us own tar...et.. rather than .wainsi some exteinal. absolute

s' Al id 1 ';1 1:le of flit th.Iraltcritll: Vitektie Ills Itut1011 desk tilted in

haiiur II are to he Loniderc.l. tho, should he cAplitnit hated in the matrix

of the particular institution-buildin: projet t.

An Ct .11;1.014111 titIsisls t,f tuii ste, orgatwing thinking One I; to set

criteria ur tartzet the sctoud is to obtain objectme ratht.r than intuitive data

all.ut 1,i-ogress 0,,A.0.,1 the tinzets. Questtims posed in an et aluation exercise

call for cii;anitt...tivc and qualitatite data. Usually italuitori tr. under

pressure to ct,rne we with finding, that (an 1.. expressed in unitterms (Nien-



BEST COPY WHAM
Figure 8. Logical Framework Matrix for a Technical AssistanceInstitution-Building Project (Hypothetical)

Narrative Summary Objectively Verifiable
Indicators Important Assumptions

Program Goal:
Provide more equitable access
to education.

Measures of Goal Achievement:
More underprivileged students
enter & stay in school Exams
snow less difference between
urban & rural achievement.
Fewer parental coMplatntS to
prolencia! & national officials.

Modern curriculum adopted.
Gott will expand rural schoc:s
if demand increases. Other
steps. su'h as scholarships.
building of daimt etc., will
taken.

Project Purpose: Creation, pro
duction & of texts.
teachers' guides & workbooks
for new primary & 2ndr.ry cur.
riculum: & establishment of a
Textbook Directorate in Ministry
of Education adequately staffed
& housed. & to be funded
from regular govt budget after
project terminates

Outputs: 1973*; 2012: 74
35/24718: 75: 37'24'20: 76
16/26,24; 77: 26:20130: 78-
18 18 12: 79 eveuatico &
review of texts: 20 prated, 24
distributed: 80 eva'uar.on &
revision of texts: 18 printed,
34 distributed.

OM.

Conditions Expected at End of
Project: 92% of pr:mary &
40% of 2ndary students use
Directorate produced texts &
workbooks in all curricula. Di.
rectorate operat mai in 1974,
capable of independent func-
tioning by end 1976

Teacher training institutions &
n service training courses in
Ministry of Education will in.
cede appropriate instruction
about proper use of new texts.
etc.

Output Indicators:
Completing training: 1972. 10
vv. 2 a: 74 5 w. 2 a: 76- 8
N. a: 77: 7 w. 2 a.
OriJob Training:
1973 1 '.thtor

74. 1 editor
76 1 editor. 1 designer

Building & utilities completed
in Fall 1972.

Inputs: 51 man-years of ao
visors: 8 short term advisors
Assistance agency contributes
$367.000 for equipment books.
visual aids. etc. UNESCO pro.
vides paper adequate for 4
yrs. of coeration & 1 book de
signer hr 6 months Host
govt prov des building, operat
ing budget, personnel.

Budget & Implementation
Schedule: Crinsi,lant on build
ing pans on post during 1969
70. Contract with Hardback.
P,00ks, Inc signed May 1969
First advisors arrive 11169.
Equipment orders paced in
1970 ftperts begin ph.aSe ,I:t
1977 Host Govt.: 4 annual in
stallments provided by legisla
tore for construction. 68.71.
69- access road started: elec.
trio hook up: deep well dug.
70 1st 10 writers. 2 artists

Iassigned 78 Treasury issues
regular foreign exchange -.ar-
rant

Municipality grants land for
b;dg Legislature establishes
Textbook. Directorate High-Level
polio., commission appointed
by Minister. Civil Service ap-
prr ,-es Directorate positions
with appropriate professional
pay scale. i..inistry of Educe.
Lion promulgates decree mak-
ing texts official Personnel
shifts tiom Govt. Printing Of.
fice to new prin..ng plant are
ape.oved.
.111..mr

Notes: First figure is !or maniitorprs second for books printed. thiro books distributed.a artists; w =, writers.
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ey, tonnage. etc.) and can he related to other management concerns. Quanti-

fied data of this tpe also bear an aura of Obleitl In% while LitUlltatRe state-

ments may unjustifiably appear to be subjecave, hence self-serving. It is quite

possible to get 01Ueti.e !:,-.Inon of qualltane thange. Most ealu

produce a mixed set of both kinds of data.

Some qualitative changes sought by a project may be impossible to assess

except through indirett mesurements. For instance, an "increased sense of

participavon in national life- may be the objective of an adult literacy proj-

ect. The immediate project output may be measured quantitatively in fairly

simple w.:vs. To some extent, the project pal may also be measured by in-

direct indit.,tors web as increases in the volume of mail received in and sent

from the areas afftcted by the project. or increases in newspaper circulation.

Other such inditate-s might include increases in passenger traffic between re-

mote areas and Nsvn., or :he increased participation of remote populations in

elections or other forms cif political expression. However, these items may

o: may not aeeialk rellett an increased sense of participation in national

life, and the _oat may have to he assessed quite subjectively in the last analy-

sis. Nevertheless, most qualitame changes can be described in behavioral

terms which can be observed, if not counted.

The U. S. Agency for International Development has published an Evaluation

Handb.,4 which describes various techniques for conducting evaluations (see

reference list ). A related AID publication dealing with problems of evalua-

tion in technical assistance is Eidbeapm Guiddinei for Proiect Assistance,

Manual Circular 102.6.1. Supplement I, 19'3. second edition. Readers may

obtain copies by writing '

RESOURCES FOR EVALUATION

Evalul ion activities require resources which should be provided for within

the framework of the project. Staff time is alwais required. Most evaluations

require funds for the travel costs of various participants. Some evaluations

may also require the financing of special studies the findings of which will

provide background information fnr evaluators and managers. Although such

special studies can be useful. they are not always necessary.

Textbooks on evaluation deal primarily with various aspects of social sci-

ence research sampling, interviewing, statistical n iipulations, use of con-

trol units. In many cases, however, a major problem :5 not one of data

but rather of stating targets clearly enough to permit assessment of progress.

If this is done, regular project staff may do the evaluation job. Enough points

of view can he brought to hear to insure reasonable objectivity.

The Agency for International Develoiment requires annual evaluations of

technical assistance projects. Some of thew may use regular operating reports

as their source of data and regular staff for the evaluation. Others may he

more ambitious studies, with special evaluators and data collection. When a
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technical assistance project is initiated, both the host institution's le'ade'rshipand the team leader should obtain the agreement of the assistance agency'sfield offi.e to an oaluation :elle:dole describing. at le-ast m a tentAtiee way.the timing of various evaluations to be undrtaken their substantP c s.cip.an ,he methfsfology to he used to perform them.
This schedule should provide for such of the regularly-scheduled evalua-tions as will need additional resources. For this to be feasible. the. sche,htleshould be reflected in personnel allocatioos on the part both of the institutionand of us forgn professionals. It may be, for instance. that approximatelytwo weeks a year of the time of several team members will be taken up withevahiation. and this commitment must not be (t\erlooketi when manpower re-sources are projected. Similarly. when the host institution charts the assign-ment of IN ytn evaluation aetie nit, -.t reckoned with.

When in-depth evaluations are planned. a study design should he prepared.Tc often. sr.. i.il vealuatims has e consisted merely of retainin:., some exp...rts.who give their opinions but exercise no Intellect:1J rigor in defining criteriaor in comparing, objectise findings with these. criteria.
The assignment of a team of expert consultants can he a eery useful ap-!much to -.:valuation. Their judgment may be better than that of regular proj-ect staff and they mar also know better how to collect and analyze lata: butthee are no substitute for evaluative discipline within an organization. frequern?: an evaluation team is most ealuable when it cc wahines insiders andoutside experts.

An appropriate staffing pattern for an in-depth naluaticin might include,one or more host-institution staff members. .a team member on long-term as-signment. and at least one outsider. The latter might be an official of the as-sistarve agency, a foreign expert on a short-term assignment as evaluator. atai member 0: the ministry hieing responsibility for the prc,ject. .1 professorcram a national universityin short, someone who has expertise in the sub-ject-matter field and vet is not personal4 or prolessionalle ineolved directlywith the project. Organizing such a team is complicated but the ;:uidanee pro-vided by a solid eva;c4..tico can justify the effort.
If the subject-matter of a project or crucial aspects of its institution-build-

ing thrust bear on socie:al issues or caa..ural factors. It Is often useful toadd a qualified social or behavioral scientist to the ecaluation team, toprovide the insights these A:se-Times can bring to bear.
In the past, evaluations of institution- building projects were conducted byevaluators from the assistance agency. who assessed the performance both ofthe foreign advisory team and of the hose institution At least ;n the Agencyfor International Development. emphasis is now placed on !fish_ the hoe:institution or the home institution take the lead in esaluati Ins The final re-e iew of an esaluation must obviously in ludo rerv:sk ntattNei of all a.en to,which will make decisions about an assistance project,
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It is an indicator of institutional maturity when the point is reached at

which the host institution itself will conduct evaluations, encompassing not

only its own performance in relation to its purposes and goals but the work of

the team of foreign experts and its impact.



Chapter IX

PREPARATION OF TEAM LEADERS
AND TEAM MEMBERS

The individual whc has been nominated by his home institution as a team
leader or team member and has received the approval of the host government
and the external assistance agency obviously possesses high qualificat. ons, both
professionally and personally. Nonetheless, from the moment he is notified
of his appointment, and all through his assignment, he will need to keep con-
tinually in mind the exacting demands he is expected to meet.

The team leader's concern with the subect-matter of this chapter is two-
fold. His personal preparation is even more important than that of his team
members. At the same time he should make sure that every team member re-
ports for duty with the maximum degree of preparation. The home- institution
coordinator also has a vital role in this preparatory task, but he can perform
it only with assistance from the team leader and the assistance agency's head-
quarters.

The team leader ar home- institution coordinator can collaborate in putting
together a kit of materials dealing with both the on-the-job and off-the-job
environments to which the team member will have to adjust. Some of these
materials may be written by team members or their 'wives already at post;
some may be available from the host institution, the host government (e.g.,
the national tourist organization, if any) and the external assistance agency.
The reference list which makes up the final section of this Guide will serve as
a useful point of departure in assembling reference materials for team members.

If any members of the team are stopeing at AID Washington on their
way to post, they should visit the AID Reference Center, currently located in
the Main State Department Building, and become acquainted with its services.
Materials from this Center may be borrowed in tilo field through the mission
project office and his cooperating AID Washington official. While at the
Center, the team member should note the quarterly catalog of AID-generated
reports and documents titled AID Mewl.) D9crovortt. copies of which are
available in I:SAID missions.

AID sponsors or co-sponsors the publication of three journals: FOCI4 f on
Technical Assistance (Methodology Division, Bureau for 1%.chnical Assistance),
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Dtizit!,tiiiit 1:1 Bureau for ProL:ani and P 111., mat it in 1. anti

1( ..ir Oth,:c of Public Atfairsi. Bulk shipments of these and

the All) taff nNN rul11..thon, are recularly made :o ['SAM

niptns and ...h, team leadcr mit arran,z.: Ith ht's inissi..n project itfilivr to

Istain copits for his group.
An1ther useful resource, the AID Bibliography Series, h llznpriicti of an-

ntated list,: of dtxumenti an.i reports (M h sublet ts as adi isor-host-coun-

try-colleague relationships. social indicators, land reform, ii.hcries. too,' mar-

ketinz, wheat produczion, rice procluttion, agritultural credit. poultri rutin,

thin. a 1,i1iistraviLn of 3gri,tiltural deyultbinctit. In.iitirts ttt pubht

admin:stratic reform. iabati cloment 1iHlu htt:l'ttg, cow.

munitv Rater supplv. malaria eradication. book-textbook-I:bran c% .I 1c.otnnent.

ninformal ethiation. tea. her and ropi.lar part! ..i:. 111 JO, d

oement. It the tcam incmber is alrc.atly pst. Ile ma\ or r oiies of these

i!11oL:1alik. itoin t }4: Records and 1)ata M.tnage.nent Branch. .t (.0.

All) Wih:ng',In. 20523.

Still another resource with which team members lio' I e familiar the

r. Volunicers in Intern linital Ashi.st.titt t;

. II) a t...rant to VITA so that !In. pri tie. non-proi it or.

g.l.n!rAtion may answer technical inquires from .;aft .1.t.tance

pr.lects and from inch% iduals. business ct n, ern.. and ....hi. r. in it,. jtttlt1Ytl

tountries. has titer ts.otio Yolunieer tr. in uni

erstties. research organizations and trade aisociations yvho supply. the an-

swt.rs. Some of the areas of specialization c,yered arc.: small. industry. com-

merce, agriculture. w.itt_r resources, enzineerini... publk edu..ition. and

related social and economic development. There is no chargi for this

service. VITA'S addres, is 3706 Rhode Island Avenue. Mr Rainier. Maryland

20822.

PREPARATION FOR PROFESSIONAL ROLE 1

In order to !tarn alNiut a project and its Netting. te.1111 members YY ill want

to seek out the experience of others whit assign:ants

Much of this type (. information %%ill still be Ht,%%'cttir. who) dis-

cussing technical assistance roles with former adiisor., the no. it e should at.

tempt to sort wit aspects whi.h ma% relti.in: patterns p.tubar

to r...rticular countries wider earlier concept. of technical ass:.1n, e.

Learning about the Project

The home institution and the assi,tance v : pr..spettlic

ad% isor with documents describing the prole. t .1sNigneti.

The .1.1%isor mly also the nisi,! rtunit. or should Neck t. t t.,ing :he

project with officials who were privy to its e tritest conception and tle,L:n. and

mining iron.; tht msyhts h may not Tpc it. in do. 'Ai:Kilt-

Sometimes an adY an; e feisibility study or 'some other she :linst.iiices
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will provide an opportunity for the expert to visit the country before hegoes there on permanent assignment. The more prepared he is for this pre-tantrum trip, the more he will benefit from it. The understanding of 'sshi.h hewill dire evidence while on this c islt may also earn him the early goodwilland respect of the institution's ic.,.!ers and the assistance agency officials withwhom he will work owe he is assigned permanently.

Learning about Role
Studies of the role relationship between hostcountry professionals and theirforeign colleagues arc included :n the bibliography which is the first item in therefer.nce list at the end of this Gude,. In addition to reading these and talkingwith former advisors, the advisor-designate may also be able to locate. at anearby university for example, visiting professors or advanced students fromlessdevelopc.I countries who have been the colleagues of foreign experts.He should also try, on the basis of his reading and conversations. to obtainan imp: 'scion of the technological level of the institution to which he willbe assigned. and the tchnologic.il expectations his colleagues in the hostcountry will nase of him and for which he should be prepared. He may needto review some of the latest literature on his subject of specialization, andalso on other topics which. in the course of his n srmal work at home. he mayhale negles.ted. Not fur J moment should he in that because his as-signment will take him to a less-deseloped country, his technological mettlewill be put less to the test than in his familiar professional surrouudings.The expert may wish to make sure that, regardless of the library re-sources at his post. he will ha%e available to him the basic hooks of hisdiscipline, or at least those that give him most intellectual and professionalcomfort.

PREPARING FOR WORKING AND LIVING ABROAD
To a remarkable degree. Lie demarcation between work-connected rolesand other roles is blurred in the context of an assignment in technical assist-ance. In a sense. the foreigner is always on the job. In part this is because as analien he is highly visible. readily identified as an outsider.
His social life will includeor ihotild includehis colleagues at his hostinstitution and others with whom he has on-the-job involvements. In thissense. his family also shares in his work. Though they are not involved inhis official roles, their behavior. their empathy for and interest in the coun-try's people, problems. aspirations and culture will be reflected, favorably orunfavorably, in the manner in which the advisor is received by his colleagues.

Learning about the Country
Learning about one's country of assignment is a long process. The aim inbecoming well-informed about its people, land anti culture is to develop a
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capacity for seeing the world through different eyes, so that the foreign ad-
visor can relite himself and his actions to his hosts' views. The difference be-
tween their points of view and his own depends not on -facts" nor on
the amount or quality of their respective experience, but on cultural and
attitudinal differences which give different meaning and significance to simi-
lar or identical events. The same iy true, of course, for different cultural
groups within the same country.

Here again, the fortunate team leader or team member-to-be will he able to
locate communicative nationals of his host country from whom he can obtain
some general pointers about their traditions, life-styles, values, and so forth.
He may find them with a diplomatic mission, or studying at a nearby school,
or even as expatriates who have made new homes for themsels es in the ex-
pert's own country. Such contacts can he very valuable provided that the ad-

_ visor keep in mind that no one is a comprehensive authority on his own
country and society, and that a description, say, of India from one Indian,
or of Paraguay from one Paraguayan, may he as unreliable as one American's
summation of America would be for a foreigner about to visit the United
States.

Primarily, books and other printed materials will serve for predeparture
orientation.' One of the most specific and useful types of material is likely to
be the AID or State Department post report for the country to which the
wain leader is assigned. This report may be obtained through the home-institu-
tion coordinator and his AID contact officer in Washington. Reading lists
may be available through a diplomatic mission of the host country, from the
home institution or assistance agency, or from a university or research insti-
tute specializing in that country or area.

Another resource is the State Department's Background Notes Series, which
is comprised of up-to-date, six- to eight-page leaflets regarding the people,
the history, the government, political conditions, economy, foreign relations.
principal government officials and a brief reading list about a major coun-
try. Some 160 countries have been covered in this series. Each country leaflet
may be obtained from the Goo Bookstore in the Main State Department
Building, or ordered by mail from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. The Superintendent
of Documents also distributes a free leaflet titled Foreign Area Studies which

. lists 70 other sizeable country handbooks developed under the auspices of
Foreign Area Studies at The American University, Washington, D.C.

The best understanding about a country often comes through reading
the country's own literature, fiction and non-fiction, written with a feeling
for the life-styles, the views, the values, the hopes and the aspirations of the
people among whom the advisor will shortly he working. These have an
advantage over materials written about a particular country by foreigners,
which may tend to emphasize differences rather than similarities.
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Learning the Language
For most experts, learning the language of the people among whom theywill live ..,11 work is a rewarding effort. A manifest interest in the in-digenous language. and some competence in it. is .1 potent tool for buddingeffective relations 1,% ith host country personnel, and is a key to their culturalinheritance even if the ad. isor never becomes ,ompetent enough to conductbusiness in it.

Ideally, the best time for language. study is before departure for assignment,provided that the of ereatest usefulniss in the eountry can heidentified and that it is taught in a place to which the expert has access.Although once at post the language of the host country can be acquiredecnnomi' ally, the work schedule is likely to make it difficult for the advisor togive sufficient time to such study.

Orientation Programs
The team leader and team members.to-be should, take aehantage of anyrelevant pre-departure orientation program conducted by the assistance agencyor home institution. Such programs present information pertinent for all thoseworking in technical assistance, but because. the orientation groups are usuallymade up of professionals in different fields assigned to different countries.they cannot be specific in relation to either country or specialty. The teamleader should be aware that the delay in a team member's arri%al at postoccasioned by orientation may pay. off in a better-prepared new colleague.Orientation should deal not only with professional tasks and countrysituations but also with personal preparation for a new life-style. Team lead-ers will want to make sure that arrangements are made through letters andother means to answer any questions which may he bothering wives andteam members.

Among the most frequent of these questions is '''W'hat shall 1 pack andtake along'" Most families. especiallv those going abroad for the first time.tend to take too much with them. The ad% ice o;ten offered to the touristholds true also for the family about to be assigned abroad: -Make a list ofall the items you will akiti/utaf need, and then cross out half the entries."Guidance on the selection criteria to he applied can he obtained from till.-post report, from the external assistance agency and, most important of all.from those already at post or who have recently been there. The samesources can provide essential information about typical family dwelling unitsand the voltage and cycle of electric current, for example. They can alsoadvise on the availability of various items in local stores.
It is useful to take with one the paraphernalia required for hobbies, crafts,music and so forth. and items that t an help to establish social rapport withnew neighbors- -books that can be lent, games that can be played together,
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photographs that can help new friends to become acquainted with the

newcomers and their bat kgrounti.

IN-COUNTRY ORIENTATION

Once settled in their new home, the team leader or member and his family

will intensfe their orientation to the country. Every walk through the city,

every shopping trip. eery %sit to a museum or historic site is part of this

process. So is every conversation of substance with colleagues, neighbors,

friends mid strangers. It is at this point that the krowledge, even skimpy, of

one or more of the local languages is useful.

No upital city anwhere is representative of its country as a whole, and

the ads sor and his family should get to know other parts of the country

to which they are assigned. Such travel pins in value if a host-institution

c441c.4:uc accompan1..1 the traveller. Trips of this kind are learning experi-

ences about the host people and society, and about the settings in which the

host institution operates.
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Appendix

AID PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

Readers of this Glide who are involved in AID-supported projects willfind that several types of documents have particular significance for the teamand its leader. Tht . explain the project and the respective expectations ofthe parties to it, ad deal with management of the resources provided.
Project Agreement

The Project Agreement (Pito-AG) is an inter-governmental
document, alwayssigned by a host-country official and the director of the assistance agency'sfield office. The host-country official is usually of cabinet rank, hence oftensenior to the host institution's leader. The Project Agreement is the basiccharter of the project. It describes project objectives and the means of attain-ing them. It specifies what resources will be made available by whom, andwhen. It sets a terminal date for transferring external contributions, andthus indicates in at least tentative terms when the project, or its currentphase, will end.

-A new Project Agreement is required every fiscal year if new funds needto be added (-obligated") to the project during that ;,ear. Project Agree-ments can be amended, extended or renewed: these steps require the approvaland signature of both governments.

Implementation Documents
Subsidiary to the project agreement may be an implementation document.In AID the most important of these is called the Ptorr (Project Imple-mentation OrderTechnical Services). It is the link between the projectagreement and the contract with the home institution. It usually providesmore detail than the project agreement, and serves as the basis on whichthe contract is negotiated. Practice varies from country to country as to wheth-er the PIO. r is signed by a host-country official as well as by the directorof the assistance agency's field office.

The PIO zr designates an implementing agent. In the past, this hasusually been the headquarters of AID in Washington, but the host countrycan also be designated the implementing agent. This agent negotiates andexecutes a contract. The contract could be with any one of a variety of en-
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tides: for example. an Amcrican un.vcrs.tv. ott.ssIOII.11 asti0c.1.1E1011,

operative, a business firm. a research organization. a unit of a state govern-

ment. or a Federal Goernment aencA other than .III). When the latter is in-

solved in a project. the ointract with it is tailed .t I, i PArti, A.:.7.enc

Service Agreement). The cont rat tUai doeumrnt ci ..r bt. in

accord with the PIO T. If it differs in any manner from the 1, the latter

must be amended. Contract extensions. amendments. etc.. all require prior

changes in the PR) T.
Within the [SAID field t0.-fice. the proit,t ot tt,er ustialic !rafts and

initiates the project agreement and the to 1. Their aurcri.al. htmocr. also

involves the program office of the L'SAID This staff unit is con-

cerned with formulation of the ocer-all Al!) assistance program in a country.

As the orchestrator of different projects in diffurent sectors of the host coun-

try's society and econotm it is the arbiter amom.: many claimants for limited

resources. It reviews project agreemt nts and No 1s ith criteria m

mind: appropriateness to AID and host-government priorities, cificient man-

agement and appropriate project design. conformity with AID regulations,

implications for related projects and efforts 1w AID and others. etc. Program

officers they have.suth Mk% AsIsT.111E TL :Ior for Program. Program

Operations Officer, Programi Officer. Debuts or Assistant Program Officer)

are generalists, but in large program offices spccific officers mat be assigned

as liaison agents with particular EL1.1111..11 stOtl. and thus be familiar with

the details of a particular project. In .era small [SAID missions, program-

office personnel may be assigned additional duty as project officers for projects

for which there is no technical division.

PROP and PAR
There are two other program documents of concern both to the program

office and to the project officer of which the team leader should

and in the preparation or revision of which he mat become inwked The

are the PROP (Project Proposal) and the PAR ( Project Appraisal Report).

The PROP is prepared by the field office as part of the project design.

and submitted to AID headquarters for approal so that the field ot fit( tan

proceed with the drafting and negotiation of the project agreement. The

PROP is intended to be a life -of- project document but inav need to be

revised from time to time as conditions chance.

The PAR is the report submitted by a USAII) mission to Ain head-

quarters on the results of a project ealuation. For most projects. PARS are

submitted annually. Both the PRP and PAR Mak: use of the lgical-

framework type of analysis IListusstd in Charter VIII. Projekt lialuation.
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